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ABSTRACT

Hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) uses both internal combustion engine (ICE) with an
electric system. The combination of the electric power train with the ICE is intended to
achieve both better fuel economies than the conventional vehicles and better
performance. Several types of HEV exist with different layouts. Recent HEVs’ make use
of regenerative braking, which converts the vehicles’ kinetic energy into electric energy
instead of wasting it as heat as conventional brakes do. A hybrid-electric is more fuel
efficient than ICE and has less environmental impact.
The new HEV with its new Key Characteristics and Configurations (i.e. Mechanical
complexity, Multiple driving modes, Multiple prime movers, … etc) inflict an
interference with the existed thermal management system of the conventional vehicles,
which leads to a new thermal management issues that should be addressed to enhance the
performance of such systems. There is no complete knowledge in the open literature
about the thermal management issues of HEV yet.
This dissertation introduces Comprehensive Thermal Modeling of Hybrid Vehicular
systems to assist monitoring the added-on of hybrid modules into the vehicle thermal
management system. The model proposes a combined experimental and finite
differencing nodal net work simulation modeling approach; using Thermography
detectors calibrated for emissivity to capture 2-D spatial and transient temperature
measurements. The Thermographic detectors were deployed through dual band
thermography to neutralize the emissivity and to provide different dynamic ranges to
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achieve accurate temperature measurements. A thermocouples network was installed to
provide a reference signal.
A new comprehensive 3-D thermal model was developed by generating 3-D surface
description for a complete hybrid electric vehicle from 3-D scans of an actual vehicle to
guarantee the quality of the surface geometry, and break down the surfaces of the model
into finite elements to improve the accuracy for better thermal analysis. The boundary
conditions from a vehicle under different driving modes and load scenarios were
deployed into the finite differencing simulation which was performed using finite
differencing code capable of solving a sophisticated thermal/fluid systems with minimal
user interaction (RadTherm) to provide a 3-D Thermal predictions and an Image Viewer
(wireframe and animated thermal display).
The 3-D model assisted monitoring the adding of Hybrid modules into the vehicle
thermal management system and was used to analyze packaging considerations and
integrating different modules for Hybrid Vehicles. In addition to the design of alternative
materials for hybrid modules and Battery Packs for better thermal management; the
model assisted studying the influence of applying different cooling methodologies and
evaluate its effect on the thermal performance of the HEVs’ power trains. A spatial and a
transient temperature profiles obtained from the simulation for different components were
compared with experimental results in order to validate the complete thermal model.
Keywords: Hybrid electric vehicles, Power train, Power split, Battery packs, Power
electronics, Drive cycles, Thermal management, Thermal modeling.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Due to global shortage in the supply of oil, it is likely that hybrid vehicles will engage
a key role in future automotive technology; however, some OEMs’ had already
commercialized their products for the past few years.
Thermal management is vital for both conventional vehicles and the hybrid electric
vehicles, because it decides on the vehicle’s overall performance and its thermal
management system. Typically, thermal modeling assists in analyzing thermal loads on
under-hood components for better thermal packaging in addition to the utilization
strategies of As-built Automotive Parts. It leads to exhaust emissions reduction and better
thermal efficiency. Improvements will result in weight and cost reduction in addition to
devising new control strategies.
Modules of hybrid electric vehicles HEV add more complexity to the vehicle thermal
management system. However, ensuring high-quality thermal management system for
HEVs’ is still a challenge due to the following factors: First, hybrid power-train are still
an Add-On to the current vehicles architecture and platforms which address new issues in
hybrid vehicles in terms of thermal management. Additionally it still suffers from variety
unresolved thermal packaging issues. Second, additional challenges are related to: new
thermal loads applied to the electrical and electronic parts and Energy storage system
with Performance sensitive to temperature. [1]
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1.2 Problem Statement
The new HEV with its new key characteristic configurations (i.e. Mechanical
complexity, Multiple driving modes, Multiple prime movers, … etc) inflicts an
interference with the existed thermal management system of the conventional vehicles,
which created new thermal issues that requires to be addressed to enhance the
performance of the hybrid systems. According to the open literature there is no
comprehensive 3-D thermal model exist for hybrid vehicle power train yet.
Additionally, the current CFD simulations suffer from the lack of accuracy and the
extensive assumptions and approximations due to weak coupling and poor solution
accuracy of CFD simulations: one simulation is applied as a boundary condition to the
other; the boundary conditions for sub-models sometimes are taken from experimental
data or experience. [2]
Other thermal modeling based on Simulink were used to analyze thermal loads on the
battery packs, however; these models did not take into consideration the interaction
between the sub models and has an extensive approximations and assumptions which
used to either: couple the electro-chemistry phenomena of the battery cells to its thermal
behavior, or reduce the running time of such models.
Current vehicle thermal models have included under-the-hood components. Some
companies like Fluent in 2003 announced a comprehensive simulation tool for ―underhood thermal management “to enhance performance and thermal characteristics of the
automotive under-hood packaging design. Figure 1.1 illustrates modeling scheme by
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Fluent where dual-cell heat exchanger model used to simulate the non-uniform heat
rejections at different ambient temperatures.
However; such models assumed a uniform temperature at the surface of the exhaust
manifold, and on the exhaust pipes as a heat sources. On the other hand a tetra-mesh
scheme was used to simulate the surface of the components of the complete model which
resulted in non-uniform element local heat conduction through such kind of meshing
quality.

Figure 1.1 Under hood thermal management scheme [2]

Additionally; the current thermal modeling cannot be scaled or extended readily to
hybrid power-trains due to the inclusion of the Battery Packs System: The inclusion of
the battery system is crucial for the hybrid power trains due to its unique sensitivity to
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temperature and its unique charging and dis-charging modes, in addition to the inclusion
of new space constraints and packaging.
1.3 Objective
There is a strong need to develop new comprehensive 3D thermal model for hybrid
vehicular systems to assist monitoring the adding of hybrid modules as (APU’s) into the
vehicle thermal management system. The goal of this research is to develop
comprehensive 3D thermal model in order to evaluate the performance of the hybrid
power train modules under different electric and thermal loads, in addition to assist for
packaging considerations of integrated different Modules of the power train of hybrid
vehicles.
The model should enable understanding the thermal performance of the battery packs
under different loads while monitoring the voltage and in/out current flows, the study of
the influence of changing design parameters on the system thermal performance, in
addition to design for alternative materials for hybrid modules is includes, an intensive
design analysis for battery packs thermal management system is introduced.
1.4 Approach
A combined experimental and finite differencing simulation modeling approach is
proposed, using thermography detectors, to achieve accurate temperature measurements
through 2D Spatial and transient temperature profiles to extract the boundary conditions
of the heat sources and sinks in the HEVs’ power train. The Thermographic detectors
were deployed through dual band thermography to neutralize the emissivity for different
dynamic ranges to achieve accurate temperatures measurements, in addition to
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thermocouples network installation to have a reference signal for transient and spatial
temperature measurements.
The FE model was constructed for a complete hybrid vehicle from 3-D scans for a
real object to guarantee the quality of the surface geometry, and then using available
powerful meshing tool -Hypermesh- was employed, to break down the surfaces of the
model into finite elements to improve the accuracy of the model for better thermal
analysis.
The boundary conditions then were deployed through finite difference nodal network
simulation code for solving sophisticated thermal/fluid systems with minimal user
interaction (RadTherm), in order to develop 3D Thermal model and an image viewer
(wireframe and animated thermal display).
Using the available testing data obtained with the aid of the testing facilities (i.e.
chassis dynamometer and engine dynamometer), heat transfer and thermodynamic
correlations for exhaust gas flows were employed in order to estimate the flame
temperature and the volume flow rate of the exhaust gas under different load schemes
during the test runs. An intensive testing practice was implemented in order to evaluate
the thermal performance of the HEVs’ battery packs under different current flows while
monitoring the thermal performance, different standard driving cyclic and artificial
driving schedules were executed for this purpose.
1.5 Review of the Literature
Published literature discussed the thermal management system of the vehicle through
thermal modeling automotive vehicle subsystems. However, such approaches required
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intensive computations allied with sever assumptions to simplify the model and reduce
the data content. For instance V. Priya [3], in his thesis discussed the thermal modeling of
as-built Automotive parts using the software MuSES, he demonstrated the merits of using
thermography to extract the boundary condition for his model, though he did not apply
the different driving modes and load scenarios while extracting the boundary conditions;
however’ the engine idling was adopted for modeling the thermal characteristics of the
exhaust components. K. Mahmoud et al [4] developed a comprehensive vehicle thermal
management system in order to simulate the interaction between partial thermal systems
in the vehicle including: the gas circuit, cooling circuit, engine oil circuit, engine
structure, under-hood flow, and passenger compartment. Mahmoud in his model divided
the vehicle thermal management system into three main sub-models:
i.

Heat transfer in the powertrain, and the exhaust system

ii.

The under-hood flows

iii.

The heat transfer to/from passenger compartment.

(AVL) Cruise was used to manage the execution and the data transfer to/from the
different coupled software tools, Computational fluid dynamics (FIRE) has been coupled
to finite elements programs (ABAQUS and NASTRAN) and thermodynamic code
BOOST. The CFD code is also used in this model to study the passenger thermal comfort
as shown in figure 1.2. An intensive approximation and assumptions were used to couple
the sub models into a complete model which led to an enormous model. Moreover, the
results for the cylinder head as predicted by the model, as figure 1.3 illustrates the heat
distribution in the cylinder head after 4th iteration, however, the heat distribution at the
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cylinder head indicates that heat flux is not representative to the actual operating
conditions of the engine.

Figure 1.2 3D vehicle thermal management system

Figure 1.3 Temperature distribution in the cylinder head
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Andreas et al [5] discussed the usage of Reverse geometry using thermal acquisitions
techniques to model vehicle components with 3-D CAD models that are not 3-D for a
real scans but 3-D scans derived from imaging scans of existing real-world objects using
thermal imagers’ figure 1.4. Thermal scans were used to analyze the thermal modeling of
as built automotive components. However; the thermal images are not accounted for
lateral heat conduction. Second; thermal image provides a fabric of the surface features
and does not reflect a precise surface geometry contours.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.4 Muffler (a) Thermal image (b) Simulated image
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Generally, the difficulty in developing a comprehensive thermal model for the hybrid
vehicles using thermography techniques is due to its complicated geometries, and the
complexity in its configurations due to addition of the auxiliary braking and battery
packs. An intensive research is being redirected towards addressing the issues associated
with the batteries thermal performance, for instance A. Pesaran et. al [6] at National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) investigated the issues of integrating the battery
cells into the packs for HEV and PHEV to analyze the thermal performance of the battery
packs for HEV and PHEV applications. Pesaran proposed a tool for battery cells and
packs thermal management and design, which assist understanding the thermal
performance of cells and batteries under different load schemes and environmental
conditions figure 1.5 illustrates such approach where several design tools and software
codes can be linked and utilized.

Figure 1.5 Battery thermal design and analysis process [6]
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Other models discussed the thermal performance of the internal combustion engine
[7] as a part of the vehicle advanced simulator written in MATLAB/Simulink, where the
engine was treated as a multi node lumped-capacitance thermal network, the model
assumes that the total heat load through the system is equal to the difference between the
mechanical output of the engine and the energy content of the fuel input to the system,
the model assumed that a fraction of the waste heat is carried out with the exhaust gas
fluid stream meanwhile the remaining is dissipated among the various engine
components and the coolant fluid figure 1.6 demonstrates the nodal thermal network of
such model.

Figure 1.6 Thermal node network for the engine [7]
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CHAPTER TWO
CONVENTIONAL POWER TRAIN TESTING
2.1 Introduction
Developing a complete thermal model for hybrid vehicle power train, requires
complete understanding of the pre-existed thermal management system for the
conventional power train, hence, investigating the thermal performance of the
conventional power train for BMW i35 was evaluated and simulated for different road
loads and driving scenarios.
For thermal modeling in order to be accurate; a superior boundary conditions mining
is always a crucial requirement, hence, a comprehensive boundary conditions extracting
practice, while running a vehicle under different driving conditions to represent real road
loads was executed; in order to achieve an ideal simulation process, the available chasses
and engine dynamometers facilities, were utilized to simulate the real road loads and
driving conditions during boundary conditions extraction process. Real time, transient
and spatial temperature measurements for powertrain heat sources and sinks were
acquired using infrared detector, the infrared detector was used to acquire the heat
emitted by critical components for the running vehicle over time. Figure 2.1 illustrates a
sample case of a set up for boundary conditions extraction experiment inside engine
dynamometer cell using thermographic imaging methodology.
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2.2 Introduction to Thermography Technique
Infrared detector with its non-contact temperature measurement feature and due to its
dependency on radiation/emission provides a superior time responsive tool, provided that
it has high durability and non-contamination measuring instrument [8]; it accommodates
different materials since all materials emit/conduct heat.

Figure 2.1 Experimental set up

However; there are several conditions that must be achieved prior to the use of
infrared detectors. For instance we have to protect the thermal detector from the external
effect like dust or any particle that might be carried with the air in the space between the
detector and the target; however; the target must be infrared visible to the detector [9].
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The target must completely appear in the field of view of the imager to avoid other
unintended objects temperature interference may appear in the back ground of the image.
It has been approved that the target should be twice at least bigger than area of interest
for better accuracy. However; the dynamic range of the infrared detectors are also subject
to operating temperatures which may lead to an improper temperature measurement in
case it is exceeded [10].
On the other hand the emissivity of the target is crucial factor too [11,12]; since
emissivity depends on the surface conditions when measuring surface temperatures, the
emissivity of the surfaces of the components was either measured or was set using the
emissivity tables provided by the manufacturers; to calibrate the emissivity of the infrared
detector, the black body method was used where black body was approximately placed at
the same range with the target as shown in figure 2.2 to achieve accurate temperature data
acquiring.

Figure 2.2 Calibration for emissivity using black body method [3]
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2.3 Chassis Dyno Testing Behavior
Boundary conditions extraction is required for a running a vehicle under
representative road loads to ensure ideal simulation; hence a chases dynamometer of type
Renk Labeco 4-Wheel 500 HP was used to simulate the representative road loads. Figure
2.3 shows the test vehicle inside the chassis dyno chamber, BMW 35i (6-cylinders inline,
3.0 L, 255 hp) was used as a test vehicle for evaluating the thermal performance of the
conventional power train.

Figure 2.3 Renk labeco chasses dyno
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The chasses dynamometer employed for this experiment is capable of testing vehicles
with front-wheel drive (FWD), rear-wheel drive (RWD) and four-wheel drive (4WD),
whereas the ABS/ASR car systems do not affect testing procedure, the temperature range
inside test chamber: 10 C (winter) to 40 C (summer), the Dyno rollers’ speed are
controlled with speed- and torque-controlled AC-motor (4-Q operation), other
specifications for the chassis dyno includes:
i.

Maximum speed: 200 km/h

ii.

Maximum power per roller: 95 KW 127 hp

iii.

Maximum power: 380 KW (510 hp)

iv.

Number of rolls: 4

v.

Axle base of vehicles under test: 2,100 mm to 3,500 mm

vi.

Maximum outer wheel distance: 2,330 mm

vii.

Maximum inner wheel distance: 1,185 mm

viii.

Maximum traction force per roll: 4000 N

ix.

Maximum roller speed: 850 rpm

x.

Roll surface: smooth machined steel

xi.

Vehicle cooling airflow: 600 to 30,580 m3/hr

xii.

Exhaust suction airflow: 600 to 4,080 m3/hr

The main heat source in the conventional vehicle is its engine, as combustion takes
place inside the combustion chamber while engine is running, the resulted heat will raise
the temperature of the structural component of the engine, and exhaust gas has to leave
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through the exhaust valve to allow new fuel/air mixture to enter for the next combustion
stroke. Thus; the engine and the exhaust system including: exhaust manifold, catalytic
converter and muffler were targeted in the boundary condition extraction process, in view
of the fact that these components shows a significant increase in temperature over time.
Consequently, transient and spatial temperature profiles were recorded for engine,
exhaust system components according to the following practice:
The thermographic detectors were deployed through dual band thermography to
neutralize the emissivity for different dynamic ranges [3, 8], in order to achieve accurate
surface temperatures measurements for the previously mentioned components. A Flir
Phoenix cooled and FLIR A40M un-cooled infrared detectors were used for this purpose
since it provides the required accuracy; where the cooled thermal detector was used to
detect the surface temperature of the hottest components (i.e. exhaust manifold and
catalytic converter) meanwhile the un-cooled one was used to detect the surface
temperature of both: engine and muffler since it demonstrated a lower temperature
variations, thermal detector will capture the heat emitted by formerly mentioned
components [3]. Table 2.1 illustrates the feature and technical specifications of the
thermographic detectors used in the test.
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Table 2.1 Technical specifications for themographic detector

Surface temperature of each part under consideration was captured over 42 minutes,
during which the speed was increased by an increment of 10 mph up to 70 mph; figure
2.4 illustrates the set up for capturing surface temperature for the engine. However, to
guarantee applying a representative combination of road loads i.e. speed and grade, the
test of acquiring the temperature profile for each component was repeated for the
following grades (3, 6, 9 and 12) %, the airflow was applied as necessary to prevent
engine overheating to attain real driving environment. Table 2.2 illustrates speed and
cooling air flows applied during the test where as table 2.3 illustrates the road grades
applied during each capture.
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Figure 2.4 Experimental set up for engine testing

Load Interval

(0-6)

Speed

10

Air flow (cfm)

4500

(7-12)

(13-18)

(19-24)

(25-30)

(31-36)

(37-42)

20

30

40

50

60

70

4500

4500

4500

9000

9000

9000

Table 2.2 Vehicle speeds and associated airflow applied for cooling

Capture No.

I

II

III

IV

Grade %

3

6

9

12

Table 2.3 Road grade (%) applied in the test
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In addition to the transient and spatial temperature measurements by infrared detector,
there was a thermo-couples network installed, where at least one thermocouple or more
were attached to the surface of each of the components under consideration in order to
provide a reference signal for accurate temperature measurements in addition to
calibrating the model for set up; figure 2.5 illustrates a thermo couple installation for the
catalytic converter.

Figure 2.5 Thermocouples-catalytic converter

In each experiment as pre test practice, the following data were recorded: the ambient
temperature, humidity and atmospheric pressure inside the chasses dyno chamber in
addition to preparing the surface of the part for the test by ensuring it has clean surface.
2.4 Engine Dyno Testing Behavior
On the other hand the exhaust gas temperature curves were recorded using similar set
up for the thermographic detector as in the previous experiment where SEV 500 HP
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engine dyno cell was employed to obtain transient temperature curves for the exhaust gas
temperature figure 2.6. Pre installed thermocouples networks to measure the exhaust gas
temperature at the exhaust manifold ports were used, in order to obtain transient
temperature measurements for the exhaust gas. The engine dynamometer employed was a
containerized test facility, equipped with test cell management system for data acquisition
and control, with a rated power of (580 hp) at 4300 rev/min, it has a modular design 19inch rack mount instrumentation package including: 16 J-type and 16 K-type
thermocouples network, 16 pressure transducer, 32 digital input/output, and ultra low
vibration and noise. The features and specifications of the Engine Dynamometer
employed to record the exhaust gas temperature are as follows:
i.

Transient cycle capability (HDDT, FTP 75)

ii.

Integration of Dyno drive, throttle actuator and torque flange

iii.

Quick change pallet

iv.

Entire measurement equipment on pallet (including ECU)

v.

Standardized connections to drive shaft, exhaust system

vi.

Manual quick connectors for media, measurement equipment, electrical

vii.

Capability of commissioning outside test cell

viii.

Modular design 19-inch rack mount instrumentation package.
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Figure 2.6 Engine dyno cell

In the mean time un-cooled FLIR A40M Thermographic detector was set up to
capture the exhaust manifold surface temperature where the target point was the ports
of the exhaust manifold for the following reasons:
i.

The exhaust manifold ports are attached to the side of the cylinder block
and represent the closest visible part of the exhaust gas bounding parts.

ii.

They are the hottest points that can be captured by the infrared detector.

iii.

This temperature will be used to predict the exhaust gas temperature inside
the cylinder as a requirement for the model set up, the exhaust gas fluid
thermal node will be linked to the backside of the cylinder block.

However; the engine dyno test was prepared to apply a representative load, which can
be implemented by setting up the throttle opening over a predetermined period of time,
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which in fact reflects the amount of fuel mixture flow rate that flows inside the engine
combustion chamber during induction stroke. Table 2.4 illustrates the fuel flow rate and
throttle opening % set up during engine Dyno test.

Min

Min

Min

Min

Min

Min

Min

(0-6)

(7-12)

(13-18)

(19-24)

(25-30)

(31-36)

(37-42)

1.54

1.87

2.53

2.84

3.17

4.33

18

22

26

30

Load

Fuel flow
g/s
Throttle %

1.47
10

12

14

Table 2.4 Throttle opening % and fuel flow rate during engine dyno test

Yet again; the following pre-test were recorded: the ambient temperature, humidity
and ambient pressure were recorded in addition to preparing the surface of the prior to the
capture by ensuring it has cleaned surface. The temperature curves obtained from the
engine Dyno test from both thermocouples network and the Thermographic detector were
plotted versus time for further data analysis. All temperature measurements obtained
from both chases Dyno & engine Dyno will be discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE
CONVENTIONAL POWER TRAIN DATA ANALYSIS
3.1 Introduction
The new technologies in the recent decades focused in improving the performance of
the internal combustion engines for automotive applications, where an intensive research
being devoted to enhance its thermal performance, such modern technologies includes
but not limited to: electrically driven cooling systems, improved thermal controls [13,14].
In this chapter, the temperature profiles for exhaust components were analyzed using
mathematical modeling, and correlation were derived for the surface temperature for
these component using least square fitting, the new developed correlations define the
relationship between the surface temperature for each exhaust component as a function of
road loads i.e. (road grades and vehicle speed).
A predicted temperature profiles obtained by new developed correlations were
verified by comparing with the actual temperature curves obtained experimentally. The
new developed correlations will be utilized to predict the temperature variation for the
exhaust system as a main heat source in the vehicle, in order to assist analyzing thermal
loads applied to the under-hood and under-body components by substituting the road
loads to the model, which will assist in plug in the input to the thermal model as it will be
explained later on.
Recall back from chasses dyno test, a transient temperature measurements for exhaust
manifold, catalytic converter and muffler obtained by infrared detector were plot against
time and road loads, i.e. vehicle speed as it increased from (10 to 70) MPH, and the road
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grade as varies from 3% up to 12 % with an increment of 3% for each particular
experiment conducted for the aforementioned parts. The obtained temperature curves will
be analyzed in the following section
3.2 Exhaust Components Temperature Profiles
Temperature curves for the exhaust manifold were investigated and correlations for
the temperature as a function of time and road loads were derived, then the temperatures
curves obtained by the developed correlations were plot in contrast with those obtained
experimentally for verification. Temperature measurements for exhaust manifold were
plot versus time. Figure 3.1 illustrates the rise in temperature over 42 minutes for exhaust
manifold while applying 3%, 6%, 9% and 12% grades respectively.
The plots showed a significant increase in the temperature as the speed of the vehicle
is increased for the grades applied. However; the temperature curves demonstrate a
superior increase in surface temperature of the exhaust manifold due to an increase in the
vehicle speed rather than increase in the road grade. However, it has been approved that
the drag force will increase drastically with an increase in the vehicle speed though the
rolling resistance will increase as well which will require more power to overcome the
increase in the drag force due to increase in vehicle speed.
Due to the fact that pixels of the infrared detector reached the state of saturation
during the experiment; hence the maximum temperature could be recorded by the
infrared detector was about 853 K, this can be seen in figure 3.1 where the temperature
curve start to show a flat line after about 34 minutes of the capture at 3% road grade and
even earlier for higher grades. To explore the effect of the road loads on the temperature
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rise of the exhaust manifold [15], the experimental transient temperature curve for
exhaust manifold was plot against the vehicle speed for all grades figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.1 Exhaust manifold surface temperatures
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Figure 3.2 Exhaust manifold surface temperature

Simillarly, according to the increase in the temperature curve, the slope of the curve is
dominated by the speed rather that the increase in the grade percent. However, to clearly
understand the effect of the incrase on road loads i.e. grade and speed, temperature was
plot against both grade and speed concurrently, figure 3.3. Different combinations of the
road loads ocupied different reagons on the scale, the highest reagon was for maximum
speed and mximum garde (i.e. 70 mph and 3% grade respectively).
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Figure 3.3 Exhaust manifold surface temperature

Similarily, the transient tempertaure profile for both the catalytic converter and
muffler were plot against time, figures 3.4 and 3.5 respectively. The curves also showed
an increase in the surface temperature for the both catalytic converter and muffler over
time, once again, to explore the effect of the road loads on the increase on the surface
temperature of the formerly mention exhaust parts, their tranisent temperature curves
were plot against speed, figure 4.6 for catalytic converter and figure 4.7 for muffler. As
shown in figures 4.8 and 4.9 the speed still dominates the increase in the temperature of
catalytic converter and muffler, meanwhile, the combination of maximum speed and road
grades reached a temperature limit of about (850 K) for the exahust manifold as shown in
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figure 3.4, the maximum temperature reagon reached less than 700 K for the muffler,
though it reaches 850 for the catalytic converter, as shown in figures 4.8 and 4.9, the
reason for the catalytic converter getting to such higher temperature is because the
catalyst activity for reducing exhaust emmissions, which reqiures higher temperature to
start, which impose more heat inside the catalytic converter.
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Figure 3.4 Catalytic converter surface temperature
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Figure 3.5 Muffler surface temperature
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Figure 3.6 Catalytic converter surface temperatures
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Figure 3.7 Muffler surface temperature
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Figure 3.8 Catalytic converter surface temperature
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Figure 3.9 Muffler surface temperature
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Temperature Curve Data Modeling Using Algebraic Fitting

The infrared detector has to clear its buffers during the recording, which in turn
causes discontinuities in the recorded temperature curves, more over when the pixels of
the imager gets saturated, there must be a way to extrapolate the recorded data for more
realistic modeling, curve fitting was used to avoid such discontinuities and to extrapolate
the temperature curves whenever the saturation takes place.
However, engineers often want to represent experimental data using a model based on
mathematical equations. However, this can help an engineer to determine important
characteristics of the data, such as the rate of change anywhere on the curve, the local
minimum and maximum points of the function. The goal of curve fitting is mainly to find
the parameter values that most closely match the data. In mathematical modeling; curve
fitting is the process of constructing a curve that has the best fit to a series of data points,
sometimes may be subject to constraints; this process is followed by deriving
the mathematical function for the constructed curve. Curve fitting can involve
either interpolation, where an exact fit to the data is required, or smoothing (which is to
create an approximating function that attempts to capture important patterns in the data).
To perform fitting, some function —which depends on the parameters— that measures
the closeness between the data and the model has to be defined. The parameter values
that minimize the error are the best-fitting parameters.
Moreover, one needs a good understanding of a problem to choose the right model
(curve fit); one can do a rough assessment of it by plotting the data. However the model
is supposed to represent the trend of the examined data, for instance, if the model is
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exponential growth and the data are monotonically decreasing, the model is obviously
wrong. Subsequently, in order to find the values of the model’s parameters that yield the
curve closest to the data points, one must define a function that measures the closeness
between the data and the model. This function depends on the method used to do the
fitting, and the function is typically chosen as the sum of the squares of the vertical
deviations from each data point to the curve which is called in this text ―Coefficient of
Determination‖ and represented by ―R2‖ which is an indicator of the "accuracy of the fit".
(If R2 =1.0000 then the fit is perfect, and the fit is less perfect if its R2<1.000).
Least Squares is a method of curve fitting that has been used for a long time. Least
Squares minimize the square of the error between the original data and the values
predicted by the equation. The major weakness of the Least Squared method is its
sensitivity to the out of the ordinary in the data. If a data point is far different from the
mainstream of the data, it can bias the results of fit. Consequently, the data should always
be tested for proximity before fitting. However, for simplification the one of the
following five Least Squares fits: Linear, Polynomial, Exponential, Logarithmic, and
Power were employed to best fit the examined data in this section [16]. The least-squares
best fit for any (x, y) data set can be modeled using simplified mathematics. For example
the appropriate equations for computing the slope and intercept of the first-order best-fit
equation can be represented by: y = intercept + slope (X).
Therefore; for further data investigation; and in order to avoid the repetitive costly
and time consuming experiments, the curve fitting was employed, where a power,
quadratic and linear fit with a coefficient of determination of (R2=1%) or less were used
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to describe the correlations of the surface temperature curves with respect to time for the
exhaust components: manifold, catalytic converter and muffler respectively. Thus; the
temperature curves of the exhaust manifold for different grades, as shown in figure (3.1)
were represented by a power fit with coefficient of determination of (R2 >= 0.9850). For
instance; the surface temperature curve for the exhaust manifold for all grades were
represented as a function of time using the equations (3.1-3.4).
T  463.9  t 0.168

3.1

T  471.3  t 0.177

3.2

T  482.7  t 0.185

3.3

T  484.0  t 0.196

3.4

Where:
T: temperature K.
t: time minute
However; these correlations showed a maximum temperature difference of about 1.17
deviations from the actual temperature obtained by the experiment. Yet, the previous
correlations were used to generate a generalized correlation to represent the rise in
surface temperature for the exhaust components over time; the generalized correlation
used the general formula of power function equation 3.5. in order to determine the
relation between the exponent coefficients (C and α) and road grades for the generalize
correlation table 3.1, these coefficient were plot as they vary with the grades figure 3.10.
T  C  t

3.5

35

C

α

R²

3

463.9

0.168

0.9860

6

471.3

0.177

0.9850

9

482.7

0.185

0.9870

12

484

0.196

0.9890

Grade %

Table 3.1 Averages for [C& P] for exhaust manifold correlations
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Figure 3.10 Exhaust manifold temperature curves’ coefficients
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Once again, a correlation for these coefficients as a function of road grades were
define, using quadratic and linear fit with (R2 >= 0.9879) equation (3.6 and 3.7).
C  0.15  G2  15  G  450

3.6

  0.0092  G  0.16

3.7

Where:
G: grade %.
From equation 3.7 and 3.7, one can notice that α is not strong function of the grade,
but C is not, subsequently, the temperature can be defined as a function of time and grade
by substituting for [C and α] in equation 3.5 to get equation 3.8.

T  (15  G2  15  G  450)  t  0.0092  G  0.16

3.8

Still one can incorporate the speed in the previous correlation; likewise, using the
same approach, the transient temperature curves for the exhaust manifold were
represented using the curve fitting approach, quadratic was used as best fit to represent
the temperature-speed curves for the exhaust manifold equations (3.9 -3.13), then the
resulted coefficients were plot as they vary with the grade figure 3.11, once again the
curve fit was used to define the relation of the coefficients with the grade, hence; one can
replicate exhaust manifold surface temperature as afunction of the vehicle speed using the
generalized correlation as in equation 3.13.

T   0.085(v)2  11.936(v)  429.24

3.9

T   0.123(v)2  14.786(v)  414.13

3.10

T   0.1465(v)2  16.202(v)  423

3.11
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T   0.1652(v)2  17.435(v)  420.4

3.12

T  A(v)2  B(v)  C

3.13

Where:
T: is the temperature in (K).
v: vehicle speed (mph).
A, B & C: are a speed based parameters for any road grade.
Likewise; to determine the values of the parametrs of the previous curve fits [A, B &
C] table 3.2, these coefficients were plot as a function of road grade.

Grade %

A

B

C

3

-0.0850

11.9360

429.2400

6

-0.1230

14.7860

414.1300

9

-0.1465

16.2020

423.0000

12

-0.1652

17.4350

420.4000

Table 3.2 Exhaust manifold temperature versus speed fits’ coefficients
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Figure 3.11 Exhaust manifold temperature fits’ coefficients

yet again a quadratic fits were used in order to relate these parametrs to road grades,
equations (3.14 - 3.16).

A  0.0005(G)2  0.0168(G)  0.0398

3.14

B  0.21872(G)2  2.4315(G)  6.401

3.15

C  5.2711(G)2  38.691(G)  503.78

3.16

Consequently, correlation as in 3.6 ought to to predict the rise in surface temperature
for the exhaust manifold as a function of the grade and speed, by plug in back the
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parametrs (A, B & C) as a function of the grade into general correlation in 3.13 , to get
equation 3.17.
T  [0.0005(G )2 - 0.0168(G ) - 0.0398]  (v) 2
[- 0.21872(G )2  2.4315(G )  6.401]  (v)

3.17

[-5.2711(G )2 - 38.691(G )  503.78]

Using the same prcedures, correlations that definethe surface temperature rise for
both catalytic converter and muffler as a function of the road loads (vehcile speed and
road grade) were drived equation 3.18 and 3.19.

T  [-0.0364  (G)2  0.691 (G)  2.3362]  v
-0.885  (G)  12.515  (G)  227.53

3.18

2

T  [-0.0117  (G) 2  0.5108  (G)  3.7491]  v
0.5217  (G )2 - 7.761 (G)  282.54

3.19

The previously developed correlation will be used to estimate temperature curve for
the exhaust parts, in a way to enable simulating the thermal performance for the exhaust
components under different road loads, nontheless; in order to verify the developed
correlations, the temperature curves (theoretically) obtained by the previous correlations
were compared to the (actaul) surface temperature for the exahsut manifold, catalytic
converter shown in figures (3.12-3.14). The results showed that the temperature values
predicted by the new developed correlations comply with the actual temperature
measurments recorded by the infrared detector, though there was very small differnces,
those differences appeare at high temperatures when heavy loads applied to the vehcile,
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where the temperature curves predicted by the correlations starts to be bit higher than
actual values, the reason for this are: First; heavy loads applied to the vehcile during
testing, leads to high temperature values in the power train, and the maximum recorded
temperature by the infrared detector

was 853 K before its pixels get sturated,

consequently, the calcualted average temperature used to establis the temperature speed
profile was affected by this setback, hence the averages at high temperatures was pulled
down. Second; the curve fitting was established based on tow criterias, first, obtaning the
best fit with a maximum R2 value, second, extrapolating the curves for the original
temperature versus time intervals where the infrared starts detecting the maximum
temperature before getting saturated.
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Figure 3.12 Exhaust manifold actual tempearture compared to theoretical

Since the surface temperature curves are avialbe for the exhaust system components,
then it will be used to feed the model with the necessary data inputs, the exhaust manifold
surface temperature will be employed to predict the exhaust gas temperature inside the
manifold by utilizing the fundemental heat transfer equations, then utilzing the Otto cycle
thermodynamic equations, the exhaust gas temperature inside the cyclinder will be
estimated, the latest will be assigned for the exhaust gas fluid linked to the back side of
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the engine cylinder block with a thermal node, in a way to simulate the heat genrated
inside the engine as a product of the combustion process, this will be the only heat source
in the model by neglecting all other heat generations due friction of structural parts and
rotating components in the power train, however, the heat transfer to all other
surroundings by all heat tranfer modes will simulated, cooling system, lubricant system,
…. Etc, will simulated as will. All of these modeling assumptions will be discussed in the
next chapter.
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Figure 3.13 Catalytic converter actual tempearture compared to theoretical
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Figure 3.14 Muffler actual tempearture compared to theoretical
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7

CHAPTER FOUR
MODEL DESIGN
4.1 Model Analysis
It was common practice to build and test expensive prototypes to identify problems in
the design process; although; recently it becomes well-liked to build thermal models for
the vehicle in the early stages of the design process, in a way to avoid expensive
prototype build up; at the same time design changes take place during different level of
the design process which leads to a manufacturing challenges. Therefore; identifying
such problems early in the design cycle, will assist providing a solutions to shorten the
design time and cut down costs; hence; one can maximize engineering options in early
stages of development or to validate final product design [2].
Typically there are four steps involved in order for the thermal model to be success:
i.

Generate a surface description and mesh the surface description

ii.

Define the thermal model, properties and boundary conditions.

iii.

Engage the analysis.

iv.

Post processes the results.

The surface geometry for the model under consideration forms the foundation of
thermal model [3]; hence finite element model for the surface geometry for a complete
vehicle should be properly constructed, repaired and meshed for warpage and
unconnected vertices. However; thermal modeling requires finite element models with a
certain mesh quality to provide a precise thermal analysis.
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The mesh size is crucial, hence; it is necessary to reduce the mesh size to reduce the
running time in order to obtain better thermal results, The FE model for this research was
generated by laser scanning for real objects, 3D scans have an advantage over the reverse
engineering which is usually voluminous and leads to larger simulation times.

Meshing Requirements

Meshing can be defined as the process of breaking down a physical domain (surfaces)
into smaller sub-domains (elements) in order to achieve precise numerical solution.
Meshing can be used for a variety of applications. Finite element meshing is the basis for
most of the applications; Surface domains are normally subdivided into triangle or
quadratics, whereas volumes are subdivided primarily into tetrahedral or hexahedral
shapes. Automatic meshing algorithms ideally define the shape and distribution of the
elements.
The automatic mesh generation has a problem, since it attempts to define a set of
nodes and elements, in order to best describe a geometric domain which is in turn subject
to various element size and shape criteria. The process of creating a thermal mesh is a
complicated task, which requires modeling expertise and advanced tools [17]. The
process of generating meshes is not a linear process. Mesh generation starts with an
existing geometry in order to produces a quality thermal model. 3-D FE model for a
complete vehicle from 3-D scans for a real object -to guarantee the quality of the surface
geometry- was generated and broken down into finite difference elements to improve the
precision of the analysis. The broken elements have aspect ratio (width to length ratio)
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less than 4 to guarantee evenly lateral heat conduction flows between the connected
vertices and among the elements itself.
The Tris’ or Quads only were used with element size of (5-25 mm or larger) which is
enough to resolve thermal spatial geometry and result in high convergence criteria and
lower tolerances, in the mean time the model surfaces was broken into meaningful parts
and/or materials with a thickness to size ratio less than or equal to (0 .5 mm). [18]
The mesh quality is critical part of the modeling process since the radiated
calculations of the elements will be centroid based; quadratics elements are suitable for
thermal analysis besides triangles can be allowed at the curvatures and profiled parts,
vertices must be connected for face-to-face conduction.
In the mean time warpage should not exceed (4-5) degrees. Other significant mesh
quality considerations were taken into account is connectivity, duplicate, overlapping,
and penetrating for the radiated elements. Figure 4.1 shows the principal quality of the
required mesh used for this model.
As an overall process, meshing is crucial for thermal analysis, consequently one has
to be aware of all the constrains and requirements needed to produce the proper meshing
surface for the parts of the model under consideration, however; the density of elements
in terms of producing fine or course meshing, depends on the parts and the level of
thermal analysis, is it only for directionality or is it for quantitatively thermal analysis.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.1 (a) centroid (b) Vertices (c) Warpage (d) aspect ratio [19]

Using hypermesh tool from Altair; the surface geometry of a CAD model of complete
vehicle including power train was meshed properly, cleaned, repaired; and imported into
―RadTherm‖ afterward for set up and further thermal analysis. However; for
simplification and to reduce the running time of the model, the FE model for a complete
vehicle was broken into main assemblies and sub-assemblies, where each assembly
contains the related parts as shown in table 4.1. However, figure 4.2 illustrates FE model
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for a surface geometry for a complete vehicle used in the simulation, different colors
indicate the different parts of the vehicle. However, it is important to mention that the FE
model was generated originally for Toyota Prius, the simulation tool allows scaling the
geometrical parts to accommodate other vehicle power trains by editing the geometry,
where the analyst can perform: scaling, removing, adding, translating, copying parts or
elements of parts for the geometry of the model. The reason behind selecting the Prius is
that the Prius will be the bench marking vehicle for hybrid electric vehicle power train
thermal modeling.

Assembly

Parts

Engine Assembly
Cooling system assembly

Cylinder block, water jackets, oil passages layer.
Radiator, inlet/outlet hoses, excessive reservoir.

Fueling system assembly

Air filter, intake manifold, hoses, manifold ports.

Exhaust system assembly
Under body assembly
BiW (Body In White)
Interior
Axles

Exhaust manifold ports, main port, pipes,
muffler, and catalytic converter.
Under body, wheel houses.
Main frame, doors, fire wall, trunk, wind shield,
windows, side mirrors, lights, front grill, dashboard,
hood, trunk led.
Seats, steering wheel, steering column, consol,
Axels, wheels, tires, brake pads, rotors, hubs.

Table 4.1 Complete vehicle breakdown into assemblies contains meaningful parts
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Figure 4.2 FE model of a complete vehicle

4.2 Simulation Tool
One of the most recent thermal simulation tools based on finite differencing code
―RadTherm” was used for thermal analysis; it includes an optimized thermal solver
supported with a package for solving a sophisticated thermal/fluid systems with minimal
user interaction to provide a 3-D thermal model and an image viewer (wireframe and
animated thermal display).
However; RadTherm has the capability to solve for steady state and transient heat
transfer. In RadTherm, following the import of the shell elements, properties for the
geometries can be assigned for elements or group of elements that have the same thermal
properties such as thicknesses, surface properties, imposed heat rates, heat rate versus
time curves. Following the properties assignment, the solver will discretize the element
for each part by breaking elements into thermal nodes, however, this process of
dicretization is subjected to the constraint in the previous section, where the net radiation
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exchange between any two surfaces assigned to different thermal nodes i and j is
calculated using equation 4.1[18, 19, 20].
Qij  Bij A i i i (T j4  T j4 )

4.1

Where
Q : Net radiation heat exchange (W).

Bij: is the fraction of energy that is emitted from surface i and absorbed at
surface j, both directly and by reflection,
A: is area (m2)

 : is emissivity
: is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and
T is temperature K.
Subsequently, the solver will calculate the viewing factors by iteratively rendering
the objects’ geometry as it is seen by other surfaces linked to other thermal nodes, Each
pixel in the rendered image is assigned a weight, such that; summing up the weights for
all the pixels corresponding to the same thermal node, yields in the view factor from the
thermal node at the viewing point to the thermal node scanned in the image [21]. For this
reason, the analyst should make sure that the finite elements mesh produced, concurs
with the fact that RadTherm solver chooses the centroid of the element as central points
at which view factors are computed. It is important to know that RadTherm solver uses to
compute the view factors in a single plane using the hemi-cube method. However, as
convergence factor that defines the maximum temperature difference for any thermal
node at the current and the next iteration, RadTherm uses 0.01 to 0.001 Co as an arbitrary.
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Moreover, the multi-layer of materials for parts can represented theoretically by a grid of
nodes spatially defined within the same layer. Figure 4.3 shows graphical user interface
for RadTherm. The most important advantage of this tool is that it enables establishing of
thermal nodes and simulating the fluid streams, which is critical for any thermal model.
Due to the fact that the software does not allow for mix of fluid streams to be linked to
one bounding part, a convenient breakdown for some parts was necessary for the
simulation to be more accurate, for example in the exhaust system, there are four ports of
the exhaust manifold attached to the cylinder block, hence; the exhaust manifold was
broken into six parts, four main ports attached to the cylinder block and other tow main
pipes port where each tow of the other four ports meet. Figure 4.4 shows the fluid nodes
linking the exhaust gas fluid streams to the backside of exhaust manifold and catalytic
converter and other exhaust pipes.

Figure 4.3 RadTherm Graphical User Interface
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Similarly; the other fluid streams for coolant water, engine oil, inlet air, fuel flow
rates were simulated and the bounding parts were assigned in the same manner. The
model consists of (86) geometrical parts, i.e. these parts has a geometry assigned to it,
this includes all the subassemblies shown in table 4.1, there were another parts of fluid
type that has no geometry assigned to it, this includes the ambient air linked to the front
layer of all parts with assigned geometry, that are exposed to a convection heat transfer,
in addition to engine oil and engine coolant. Moreover there were (16) fluid streams in
this model, a group of parts may attached to one fluid stream as abounding parts, for
instance exhaust gas fluid stream was attached to the exhaust pipe between exhaust
manifold all the way back till the tail pipe at the end of the exhaust system see figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4 Exhaust gas fluid streams bounded by exhaust system components
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Figure 4.5 RadTherm boundary condition interface (Editor Tab)

Several presets are required to start this simulation process, for each part in the
model: type of the material, thickness, and emissivity must be defined prior to model
analysis. Moreover; for each part: the initial conditions must be defined including initial
temperature, convection type, heat coefficient if applicable, however; these parameters
were assigned for the parts of assigned type such as the exhaust gas fluid, these
information will allow the software to determine the heat capacitance and net energy
incident on the element or part. For fluid streams the heat coefficient will be calculated
automatically by the solver. Figure 4.5 illustrates RadTherm boundary condition set up
interface window.
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Software Limitations
One of the drawbacks in RadTherm is that for each fluid stream, it is a must to have a
geometrical par to bind the fluid stream in order to simulate the forced convection,
meanwhile it is not necessary to have a bounding part in case of natural convection. For
approximation and in order to reduce the running time of the model the following
assumptions were made:
i.

The software is surface geometry based tool; hence the outer shell i.e. the

surface geometry for parts were imported into the simulation tool to simulate the
complete vehicle, where as the thickness were defined parametrically.
ii.

The only heat source in this model is the exhaust gas fluid as a product of

the combustion occurred inside the combustion chamber; it was simulated by
establishing a thermal node to link the exhaust gas fluid to the back layer of the
cylinder block. Hence; heat due to structural parts friction in the vehicle were
neglected.
iii.

The water jackets as a part of the coolant system were approximated as an

equivalent gap between the layers of the cylinder block, since it will add more
complexity to the model to construct these water jackets precisely, however; the
other parts of the cooling system including but not limited to radiator, hoses,
excessive water reservoir were entirely included.
iv.

The lubricating system was approximated by another gap between the

layers of the cylinder block.
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v.

Heat coefficients for parts with natural convection were estimated based

on the thumb rule, where value ranged from (10-125) W/m2K were assigned to
under hood and under body parts.
vi.

For simplification, engine accessories and other electronic part were not

included in this model, since adding such crowded component will add more
complexity to the model, besides the complexity associated with the thermal
modeling for electronic parts, and will drastically increase the running time of the
model. However, one can add any electronic component for the model to analyze
thermal loads that may apply to it, due to its existence next to the main heat
source (i.e. engine and exhaust system).
4.3 Engine Dynamometer Data Analysis
Recall back from chapter three, as a requirement for model set up, it was necessary to
know both: exhaust gas transient temperature curve in addition to the mass flow rate, in
order to simulate the heat generation due to combustion process inside the engine, thus;
in order to obtain the exhaust gas flame temperature -as the main input to the model
representing the only heat source-, the approach was to detect the transient temperature
curve of the exhaust flame inside the cylinder, and then, assign this temperature curve to
the exhaust gas upstream fluid node, Due to the fact that thermographic detector can only
capture the surface temperature of the targeted objects, it was helpful to record the
exhaust gas temperature with the aid of the of the available engine Dynamometer, the
pre-mentioned engine dynamometer, contains a pre-installed thermocouples net work to
detect the exhaust gas flame temperature at the exhaust ports, the recorded exhaust gas
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temperature

curves were plot versus time figure 4.6. However, this measured

temperature does not reflect the actual flame temperature due to high turbulence flows
occur at the exhaust ports, which causes a significant decrease in the flame temperature,
however, from the engine dyno test, in addition to what is shown in table 4.2 the
following data were recorded: exhaust gas pressure, ambient temperature and pressure,
intake manifold pressure, coolant out temperature, catalytic converter middle
temperature, oil pressure and temperature. Therefore, it was possible to predict the flame
temperature before it leaves the cylinder, knowing that the compression ratio, air/fuel
ratio are known for the tested engine, and assuming standard air flow.
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Figure 4.6 Exhaust gas temperatures recorded by thermocouples
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Manifold Exh Temp Exh Temp Exh Temp Exh Temp Ambient
Pressure Cyl 1
Cyl 3
Cyl 5
Cyl 7
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97.5

12.
27.8

729.3

753.9
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734.5

24.3

97.5

0

Table 4.2 Engine Dyno test data collection

Utilizing Otto cycle analysis for spark ignition (SI) internal combustion engine (ICE)
figure 4.7 [22], with the assumption of that the working fluid is standard air, no friction,
compression and expansion are isentropic, and for the constant-volume adiabatic
combustion process,

mcv (T3  T2 )  m f QLHV

4.1

One can calculate the exhaust gas temperature at exhaust valve opening. Hence the air
can be treated as an ideal gas and the ideal gas state equation is valid. For an isentropic
compression and expansion [22]:

T2 / T1  ( p2 / p1 )( 1)/  (V1 / V2 )( 1)

4.2

( 1)/
( 1)
T4 / T3  ( p4 / p3 )
 (V3 / V4 )

4.3

Where α is known as the specific heat ratio (α = 1.3 for ideal air) and is equal to,
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Cp

4.4

Cv

Where:
T1, T2, T3 and T4 are temperature at induction, compression,
combustion and exhaust strokes respectively.
P1, P2, P3 and P4 are pressures at points induction, compression,
combustion and exhaust strokes respectively.
Cp: specific heat at constant pressure.
Cv: specific heat at constant volume.

Figure 4.7 The ideal Otto cycle P-V diagram [22]

Thus; with the available data from the engine dyno run including: the exhaust
pressure and temperature, intake air pressure and temperature, calorific value for the fuel
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(QLHV) and its mass flow rate, air/fuel ratio, engine compression ratio, in addition to
assumption of that the exhaust gas has the same standard air properties, then it was
possible to calculate approximately the exhaust temperature inside the cylinder.
Nonetheless, it is essential to know what are the associated exhaust gas flow rates for
each chasses dyno runs; however, chasses dyno test provided all the necessary
information to calculate the volume flow rates of the exhaust gas during the test. The
volume flow rate of air that gets into the engine at certain RPM was calculated using
equation 4.5 and 4.6 [23]:

ma  v aVd N / n

4.5

Vd  ( / 4) B 2 S

4.6

Whereas; the exhaust gas flow rate was calculated for diverse engine RPMs:
•

mexh  v aVd N / n   16 /15

4.7

Where;

m a = air mass flow rate.

v = engine volumetric efficiency.
 a = air density.
Vd = volume displacement per cycle
N = engine speed in RPM.
n = number of cycle per rev.
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As an approximation; air standard analysis where air properties values were used to
approximate exhaust gas flow rate calculations: Density of air (  air ) = 0.499 kg/sec,
kinematic viscosity (  ) = 6.72 x 103 m2/sec, thermal conductivity (k) = 0.0526 W/m-K,
specific heat ( C p ) = 1076 J/kg-K. For SEV 500 HP engine the volumetric displacement
was found to be (0.008718 m3). However; the exhaust gas flow rate is considered to be
equivalent to the summation of both fuel mass flow rate plus air mass flow rate.
4.4 Chassis Dynamometer Data Analysis
The only concern was how to find the exhaust gas temperature and mass flow rates
for chassis Dyno runs, during chassis Dyno test, it was not technically possible to
preinstall thermo couples, in order to measure the exhaust gas temperature while the
vehicle rests above the chases Dyno roller, hence it was necessary to develop a
correlation in order to relate the exhaust gas temperature inside the exhaust manifold to
the exhaust manifold surface temperature as recorded by the IR detector figure 4.8.
Recall back from the previous section, knowing the exhaust gas temperature at the
exhaust manifold port will enable to approximately calculate the exhaust gas temperature
inside the cylinder using the prescribed equations at the previous section.
Hence, by utilizing fundamental heat transfer correlations for internal flow for a pipe,
it was possible to estimate the exhaust gas temperature inside the exhaust manifold ports,
However, as the infrared detector detect the surface temperature of the exhaust manifold
figure 4.8, heat transfer correlations for internal flow were used to estimate the exhaust
gas temperature inside the exhaust manifold ports, prior to this one need to calculate the
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convective heat transfer coefficient, Nusselt and Reynolds numbers equations (4.6-4.10)
[24].

qs  hc (Ts  Tg )
hc (Ts  Tg )2 R  m c p

4.8
dTg
dx

4.9

2 RL
hc  •
mC p Nu

4.10

0.4
NuD  0.023 Re4/5
D Pr

4.11

Re D 

4m
 D

4.12

Where:

qs : Heat flux (W/m2)
hc : Convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K).
Ts : Exhaust manifold surface temperature (K).
Tg : Exhaust gas bulk temperature (K).

R : Exhaust manifold radius (m).

m : Exhaust gas mass flow rate (kg/s).
c p : Exhaust gas specific heat (J/kg K).

L: length of exhaust manifold captured (m).

Nu : Nusselt number.
Re : Reynolds number.
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Pr : Prandtl number.

D : exhaust manifold diameter.

 : Dynamic viscosity (kg/m s).
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Figure 4.8 Exhaust manifold surface temperatures

However, mass flow rate of fuel is known from the Engine Dyno cell test for different
RPMs’
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Based on the actual exhaust gas transient temperature curve shown in figure 4.6, the
model was set up according to the following procedures:
i.

Exhaust gas transient temperature curve shown in figure 4.8 was assigned

to a fluid inside the combustion chamber to simulate the exhaust gas.
ii.

Fluid node was established between the back side of the combustion

chambers and the fluid to connect both thermodynamically.
iii.

Volumetric flow rates curve was assigned for the exhaust gas as calculated

from equation 4.3 for different engine revolutions.
iv.

Fluid stream ―exhaust gas fluid stream‖ was created and was bounded by

the following components: exhaust manifold, catalytic converter, muffler, pipes
between exhaust manifold, catalytic and muffler.
v.

Thermal nodes were created to connect the exhaust gas fluid streams to the

front side of the exhaust system components.
vi.

Initial temperature of 22 Co, material type and thicknesses were defined

for all components.
vii.

Surface conditions including emissivity, absorptivity and reflectivity to

calculate for radiated heat exchange rates were defined.
viii.

Thermal node was created to connect the ambient air to the back front of

all parts of the model that are exposed to the ambient air.
ix.

The parts initial temperature was used to "seed" the steady state solution.

x.

Maximum tolerance Slope was set up to: 5e-007 °C/Iteration with a

maximum number of 500 iterations.
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xi.

Model consists of (14955) elements and (76) parts.

The following assumptions were made to simplify the model and reduce the running
time:
i. Standard air was used as a fluid type to simulate the exhaust gas fluid
stream.
ii.

Combustion chambers were not included in the FE model, the internal

space inside the cylinder block was occupied by the exhaust gas fluid upstream
instead.
iii.

The internal architectures of the catalytic converter and muffler were not

simulated since the software deals with the surface geometry.
As the model becomes ready for analysis, it was run for 42 minutes with a time step
size of 1 minute, the results of the simulation showed the following:
i.

Time spent creating fluid streams was 195(sec).

ii.

There were 23,967 thermal nodes in the model.

iii.

Time spent assigning radiation patches was 901 (sec).

iv.

Time spent Computing view factors was 789 (sec).

v.

23,967 Radiation nodes have been created

vi.

Time spent computing thermal results 1379(sec).

Once the run completed, the results of RadTherm simulations can be viewed, a
temperature results were exported and plots were generated for different parts of the
model. Figure 4.9 shows exhaust manifold surface temperature predicted by the model in
compare to actual surface temperature shown in figure 4.9. The figure showed that the
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model over predicts the surface temperature of the exhaust manifold, however, during the
engine dyno test, there was an intensive cooling air stream flowing on all sides of the
engine dyno chamber to prevent unit over heating during the run time, as it is shown in
figure 2.6 the exhaust manifold is not covered with shielding an is directly exposed to
cooling air stream, meanwhile the model simulated the exhaust manifold as part of the
power train for a complete vehicle, the exhaust manifold exists among the crowd of the
under hood, heat exchange by radiation and convection with the surroundings as being
bounded by the under hood causes the larger surface temperature predicted by the model,
in the lead the of the previous justification for the over prediction by the model, the
model is considered of being capable to accurately predict the thermal performance of
different parts in the power train, hence the model will be used to predict the thermal
performance for power train of a complete vehicle under the previous load scenarios,
using the exhaust gas temperature curves for each of the driving scenarios of vehicle
speed and road grades as discussed in the previous chapter.
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Figure 4.9 Exhaust manifold surface temperature

4.5 Simulating road loads
Hence, and upon validating the 3D model, next will be simulating the thermal load
applied on the vehicle, therefore; the thermal signature of the power train of a
conventional vehicle, under different load conditions by utilizing the precious data
collected from the chassis Dyno test.
Recall back from chapter three, during chassis Dyno test the surface temperature
curves under different load conditions were obtained by infrared detector , one still need
to calculate the exhaust gas temperature inside the cylinder, in addition to find the
associated volume flow rates. However; by making use of equations presented in section
(4.7 and 4.10) it was straightforward to calculate the exhaust gas temperature for each
combination of vehicle speed and road grade, in addition to the associated exhaust gas
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mass flow rates, of course by the use of the data available from chassis Dyno tests,.
Henceforward, all the requirements are in, the complete 3D vehicle thermal model was
set, it is important to mention that for chassis dyno run, one separated model was set up
and simulated for each road grade (i.e. 3%, 6%, 9% and 12%). Then surface temperature
profiles predicted by the model for different parts in the power train (i.e. exhaust
manifold, catalytic converter and muffler) were compared with the actual surface
temperature profile obtained experimentally. Under the pre-mentioned assumptions, the
complete model was run for 42 minutes with time step of one minute. Figures (4.10-4.12)
indicate that the model is capable to evaluate the thermal performance of the vehicles’
power train components under different thermal loads; figure 4.10 shows the actual
surface temperature for the exhaust manifolds in compare to the its surface temperature
predicted by the model for 3% and 6% grades, both actual and simulated curves comply
with each other, though the model could predict the temperature profiles till the end of
the run duration, hence, the model shows that the predicted temperature profile for the
components that could not be seen by the IR due to pixels saturation, hence the maximum
surface temperature of exhaust manifold predicted by the model was about (913 K).
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Figure 4.10 Exhaust manifold surface temperature

Furthermore, and for more verification the theoretical surface temperature curve
predicted by the model for catalytic converter and muffler, were plot versus its actual
temperature curves, Figure 4.11 and 4.12 illustrate a comparison for catalytic and muffler
respectively. However, the results showed that RadTherm over predicted the surface
temperature of both Catalytic converter and muffler.
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It has been noticed that RadTherm over predicts the surface temperature for both
catalytic converter and muffler, meanwhile it still predicts more accurately exhaust
manifold surface temperature, this gives an indication that the model is accurately
predicting vehicle thermal behavior. However; it was mentioned previously that
RadTherm deals with surface geometry of the system and/or parts, hence a surface
geometry for a complete vehicle including power train was imported into RadTherm, it is
known that the exhaust manifold surface geometry imported into RadTherm has no
internal architecture details, in other words; the surface geometry represents the outer
shell for the catalytic converter and the muffler, on the other hand, real catalytic converter
and muffler has an internal components that were not existed in the imported geometrical
FE model, this led to a different heat transfer due the inexistence of these internal
components during the capture. Furthermore; the catalytic converter imposes an
additional heat due to catalyst activity required for emissions reduction.
A comparison between real catalytic converter (4.13 a) [25] showing the internal
architecture for the catalytic converter, and the imported geometry of the catalytic
converter (4.13 b). It is known that the catalytic converter contains a monolithic noble
metal in addition to an expanding mat, on the top of this; the chemical activity inside the
catalytic converter does cause an internal imposed heat in the catalytic converter.
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Figure 4.11 Catalytic converter surface temperature
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Figure 4.12 Muffler surface temperature
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Figure 4.13 Catalytic converter: (a) Real (b) Imported geometry

However, such problem can be overcome through constructing and importing a
detailed surface geometrical for the parts under consideration.
4.6 Design Optimization:
In the lead of 3D thermal model validation, it is praiseworthy to utilize this model in
manipulating the design parameters of the model, because it decides on the vehicle’s
overall performance and its thermal management system. Typically, thermal modeling
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will assist in analyzing thermal loads applied on the under-hood components for better
thermal packaging and utilization strategies of As-built Automotive Parts. It will lead to
exhaust emissions reduction and better thermal efficiency. Improvements will result in
weight and cost reduction in addition to devising new control strategies.
For instance, light weight engineering design for weight reduction and fuel efficient
vehicle, meant to replace the outer panel of BiW with lighter, stiffer, corrosion resistance
materials [26], on the other hand; designers look for more efficient thermally resistant
materials, for example the designers replaced steel splash wall with a titanium one,
whereas others suggested the use of a new structural materials such as Polymer Hybrid
Materials PMH [27]. However, such modification and material replacement in
automotive design will disturb the vehicle thermal management system and will leads to
new thermal loads especially for the temperature sensitive under-hood components,
besides to issues in packaging utilization and changes to vehicle thermal signature.
Therefore; in this section, thermal behavior for different parts were studied and
analyzed under the considerations of: material replacement, shielding and thermal
repackaging strategies, to be more specific the following modifications were applied to
the current vehicle design and the effect of these changes were studied:
i.

Replacement the material of the parts listed in table 4.3 from steel as an

original material into recommended material.
ii.

Shielding was applied between the muffler and the under body in order to

minimize heat transfer to the fuel tank.
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iii.

Shielding was applied between the catalytic converter and the under body

in order to prevent heat transfer into the passengers compartment to enhance the
thermal comfort [28].

Part

Current design

New design

Under Body

Steel

Aluminum, Magnesium

Engine Cylinder Block
Splash Wall

Steel
Steel

Aluminum & Magnesium
Titanium, Aluminum

Table 4.3 Automotive BiW panels material replacement

Different materials entail different thermal properties in terms of thermal
conductivity, thermal expansion, thermal diffusivity …. Etc. which in turn will affect
vehicle thermal signature, figure 4.14 imply the different heat flux diffused through the
under body for two different materials (Mild steel, AL 5083) as exported from RadTherm
after 45 minutes run for 3% road grade. The results showed that the heat diffuses further
in the aluminum than the steel, the aluminum has higher thermal diffusivity than the steel,
hence; it conducts heat more rapidly in compare to its volumetric capacity or what is
called thermal bulk. It is known that Aluminum AL 5083 and steel have (6.4 × 10−5 and
.172 × 10−5 m²/s) respectively.
Moreover; due to fuel global crisis; the auto industry witnessed intensive tradeoffs for
the engineering material being used for the auto parts production including but not
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limited to: BiW, engine cylinder blocks and its internal components, under body, splash
wall, interiors, front modules, etc.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.14 Heat flux through under body: (a) Al 5083. (b) Mild steel
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Figure 4.15 illustrates the rise in the surface temperature of under body made of mild
steel in compare with Al 5083 for 3% grade for 45 minutes duration, as exported from
RadTherm, the figures showed a temperature difference since the steel has less diffusivity
and higher emissivity of (0.8-0.9) in compare to that (0.2-0.3) for Al 5083.
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Figure 4.15 Surface temperatures for under-body for 3% grade

Similarly, steel engine cylinder block was replaced with one made out of magnesium,
the results showed that magnesium cylinder block hold higher surface temperature than
steel one, it is obvious since the surface conditions for the magnesium implies an
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emissivity of (0.3-0.6); meanwhile emissivity for steel is (0.8-0.9), figure 4.16 illustrates
the difference thermal behavior for the tow cylinder blocks.
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Figure 4.16 Surface temperatures for cylinder block for 9% grade

Finally, steel splash wall -which acts as thermal barrier prevents the heat emitted from
the engine compartment from diffuse and transfer into the passenger compartment in
order to enhance the thermal comfort for the driver and passengers- was replaced with
one made of titanium [18], figure 4.17 showed maximum surface temperature for steel
splash wall in compare with titanium splash wall.
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Figure 4.17 Surface temperatures for splash wall for 12% grade

Nevertheless; packaging and utilization strategies assist in optimizing thermal design
for components under consideration, for instance; rerouting heat sources and sinks in the
vehicle will disturb the thermal management system, though; packaging techniques such
as applying shielding between heat sources and other components, will enhance the
performance of the thermal management system of the vehicle, and will lead to less
intensive thermal loads on temperature components sensitive to temperature such as
electronics and electric wires.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.18 Heat flux within the catalytic converter: (a) shielded (b) un-shielded
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Using shields will prevent heat from being transferred between heat sources and heat
sinks, therefore, several auto makers install additional-highly reflective- sheet metals
between the exhaust system components to prevent heat transfer to the passengers
compartment, for instance, auto manufacturer use shielding to prevent heat emitted by
exhaust system components (i.e. exhaust manifold, exhaust pipes, catalytic converter, tail
pipes and muffler) from transferring through underbody and/or to other sensitive
electronic components next to these parts especially those located within the engine
compartment.
In order to illuminate the effect of the shielding on the thermal signature of the
exhaust system, the model was run for 45 minutes for 9% grade for tow cases, first: with
shielded catalytic converter, and second: with unshielded catalytic converter. Figure 4.18
illustrates a comparison for the heat flux between the catalytic converter with/without
shielding after 20 minutes of the complete run. However, surface temperature profile for
the catalytic converter was plot in contrast for both cases (i.e. with/without shield). Figure
4.19 illustrates the surface temperature profile for the catalytic converter and underbody
before and after the using of the shield. The results showed that the temperature of the
underbody reached 543 K before using the shield, meanwhile, the use of shield prevented
the temperature of the under body to get beyond 352 K. However, this led the rise of the
catalytic converter temperature up to 763 K with 56 K increase in compare to about 706
K before the shield, this was obvious due to the fact that the shield will reflect the heat
back to the catalytic converter instead of dissipating it to the next components, recall that
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the back of the shield is insulated to prevent heat from being transferred by conduction
through the underbody, the reason for that is to enhance thermal comfort performance.
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Figure 4.19 Catalytic converter surface temperature: Before and after shielding

In the same manner, one can predict the effect of design manipulation on the thermal
behavior of the automotive system at any level in order to identify the consequences of
these alteration on the vehicle overall thermal management system. For instance, designer
can use this model in order to simulate one or more -but not limited to - of the following
design alternative:
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i.

Using of chromium exhaust components instead of steel.

ii.

Rerouting the exhaust system.

iii.

Repackaging the engine compartment crowd.

iv.

Applying shield where it is necessary.

v.

Simulate the effect of BiW panel material replacements.

vi.

The use of new insulation techniques inside the passenger’s compartment.

vii.

Study the effect of the cooling system performance on the thermal

behavior of the vehicle.
Successively, designer may apply any load scenarios and predict the variation of the
thermal management system for different parts, followed by manipulation for the design
components and optimizing the thermal management design for vehicle, which will end
result in more efficient and more economical design.
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CHAPTER FIVE
HYBRID VEHICLES THERMAL MANAGEMENT
5.1 Introduction to HEVs’
Hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) uses both a conventional internal combustion engine
(ICE) along with an electric system. The combination of the electric power train with the
ICE is intended to achieve both better fuel economies than the conventional vehicles and
better performance. Several types of HEV exist with different layouts. Recent HEVs’
make use of regenerative braking, which converts the vehicles’ kinetic energy into
electric energy rather than wasting it as heat energy as conventional brakes. A hybridelectric is more fuel efficient than ICE and has less environmental impact.
The new HEV with its new Key Characteristics and Configurations (i.e. Mechanical
complexity, Multiple driving modes, Multiple prime movers, … etc) inflict an
interference with the existed thermal management system of the conventional vehicles,
which cause new thermal management issues that should be addressed to enhance the
performance of such systems. There is no complete knowledge about the thermal
management issues of HEV in the open literature yet.
In this chapter a comprehensive thermal modeling for hybrid vehicular systems is
introduced, in the purpose of monitoring the added-on of hybrid modules as auxiliary
power units (APU’s) into the vehicle thermal management system. In the same manner,
the thermal model for conventional vehicle was extended to include the modules of the
hybrid system where thermography detectors -calibrated for emissivity- were employed
to capture 2-D spatial and transient temperature measurements. The hybrid vehicle was
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tested under different driving cycles to represent all combinations of road loads and
driving scenarios that any hybrid system may be exposed to in real world drive.
Similarly, the new comprehensive 3-D thermal model for hybrid vehicle was
developed by generating 3-D model for a complete Hybrid Vehicle from 3-D scans of
actual vehicle, in order to guarantee the quality of the surface geometry of the model was
break down into finite elements to improve the accuracy for better thermal analysis. The
model then was analyzed for optimum thermal performance; however, it is important to
mention that a special attention was made for the battery packs due to its importance as
energy storage system in hybrid power train, and due to its inherited sensitivity to
temperature.
5.2 HEV’s Technology Overview
Throughout the end of this document the word ―motor‖ always refer to the electric
motor and or motor/generator (M/G) in the hybrid vehicle; and the word ―engine‖ always
refers to the internal combustion engine in both conventional and hybrid vehicles.
Despite the fact that hybrid vehicles HVs’ may use hybridization method other than
electric propulsion system such as fuel cells, flywheels or other energy storage methods,
typically hybrid electric vehicle HEV uses electric motor (EM) and an internal
combustion engine (ICE) to propel the vehicle, using two types of energy, fuel tank to
power the engine and electric storage system ―battery packs‖ to power the motor. Hybrid
vehicles are classified according to the configuration of its power train. The series,
parallel, and the series-parallel hybrid are the most common three HEVs’ types
employed. Yet, others categorize series HEVs’ according to hybridness percentage H% to
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become mixed hybrid with H less than 50%, electric vehicle and Plug-in HEV with H
greater than 50%.

Series Hybrid Configuration

The series hybrid power-train includes an electric motor as a primary power source,
with an electrical energy storage device in addition to a secondary power source
typically; is an internal combustion engine (ICE). The IC engine in series hybrid must be
coupled with the generator. All series hybrid electric vehicles utilize an electric motor as
the primary power source. Batteries of different types such as Li-Ion, NiMH is one of the
common used energy storage systems in hybrid vehicles though a new technology of
ultracapacitors is being introduced recently.
In series hybrid configuration an alternator/generator is driven by the engine to
produce electric power. The generator may provide power to the energy storage system
(Battery Packs), the electric motor, or both depending in mode of driving. Figure 5.1
illustrates a schematic diagram for the series hybrid configuration with a electric power
flow being provided from both the battery and the generator towards the MG to drive the
wheels. It is important to mention that all mechanical power provided by the ICE is
converted into electrical energy by the generator either to charge the battery or to drive
the electric motor ―MG‖. Then converted back into mechanical energy to drive the
wheels. See reference for more details about different power flow for different power
requirements.
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Figure 5.1 Series HEV configurations [29]

Parallel Hybrid Configuration
With a parallel layout, both electric motor and engine are directly ―mechanically‖
linked to drive wheels. In parallel hybrid electric vehicle, engine and/or electric motor
generate power to drive the wheels; both M/G and IC engine are directly coupled to drive
the wheels. Of course, the control system allows such combination of power supply. In
spite the fact that parallel configuration respond to higher power demand, it still add more
complexity to the power train.
In such configuration, engine, electric motor or both are committed to provide energy
to the wheels, however; the main advantage of parallel configuration appears with allelectric-range during stop-and-go driving mode, parallel Hybrid configuration has the
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ability to act in response to the change in demand for power promptly. There four modes
of operations in parallel HEV: Acceleration or going up-hill, cruising, electric-only-mode
and deceleration or regenerative braking mode. Figure 5.2 illustrates the schematic
diagram for the parallel hybrid configuration with power flow indicates an acceleration
driving mode. See reference [29] for more details on parallel hybrids’ mode of operation
and its associated power flow.

Figure 5.2 Parallel hybrid configurations [29]

Series/Parallel Configuration

Sometimes called a mix hybrid, such type combines the positive attributes of both
series and parallel hybrid power/drive trains. Driving at high speeds represents one case
of maximum power requirements which can be fulfilled by the parallel configuration;
meanwhile the series configuration provides electric-only-mode while driving at low
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speeds. However such parallel/series lay out adds more complexity and adds more weight
to the vehicle, in addition to the necessity of more complicated control strategies. Figure
5.3 illustrates HEV series/parallel configuration [29, 30, 31], notice the mechanical
coupling between the driven wheels and both the ICE and electric motors.

Figure 5.3 Series/parallel HEVs’ configuration [30]

Finally, a selection between all previous HEV configuration is a not an easy process,
many bounding factors affect the design selection process, it mainly depends on the drive
cycle load, in other word what is the most dominant mode of driving, is it city drive
mode, high way drive mode, aggressive drive mode or it is a combination of all. Other
factors will interfere the selection process such as the purpose use of the vehicle, is it a
passenger car, light truck, heavy duty ….etc.
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5.3 Literature review of HEVs’ Thermal Modeling.
Hybrid electric vehicles power train includes electric propulsion machines in addition
to the power electronics which manage the electric power flow between the energy
storage system and the electric machine. Operating temperature significantly affects the
performance and the life of the hybrid module in the HEVs’ power train; hence thermal
management systems were developed in order to enhance the performance of such
modules. Several thermal managements technologies were developed and applied as
alternative cooling strategies for the HEVs’ modules, some of these technologies
employed one or more of the following methodologies: experimental correlation,
computational fluid dynamic analysis ―CFD‖, 3D finite element modeling [32]. Others
used other techniques such as: heat transfer and fluid flow principles, thermal imaging
and electro-thermal modeling. The new advanced power electronics are employed into
HEVs’ power train, these includes: semiconductors such as diodes and transistors that are
packaged within insulations that are highly sensitive to temperature. [33]
However, as HEVs’ performance depends inherently on its energy storage systems or
what is called the battery packs, therefore; there are a lot of efforts that is still being spent
in order to analyze and evaluate the thermal performance of the battery packs as energy
storage systems in HEVs’. In spite to the all previous, it is important to say that designing
a thermal system for hybrid power train is tied to the packaging configuration in addition
to the overall thermal management system of the vehicle.
Bennion et al [33] developed a method for analyzing thermal performance of
packages for power electronics in HEV and PHEV applications. Figure 5.4 summarizes
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the process of characterizing heat transfer technologies and fluid flow of a double sided
package for a power semiconductor module used in commercial HEVs’. The proposed
methodology employed ―ANSYS Workbench‖ software where 3D CAD model of the
double sided package was constructed using ―Solid Works‖ which is then imported into
―ANSIS Workbench‖ for further thermal analysis using finite differencing analysis
(FEA). The main idea of this work was to determine the maximum allowable heat loads,
flowed by characterizing thermal performance of various thermal control strategies such
as Finned Heat Exchanger, and Jet heat exchanger. Then evaluating the system
performance of the package to decide on which is the most proper thermal control
strategy to adopt.

Figure 5.4 Thermal analysis for power electronic in HEVs’ [33]
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5.4 HEV Battery Packs Modeling
As being a critical part of the HEVs’, battery packs as storage system is crucial for
hybrid power train performance, the performance of the battery pack inherently depends
on temperature, temperature affects both the life time and the performance of the battery,
non-uniform temperature distribution within the battery back module will influence its
charge and dis-charge capabilities, and sever operating temperature may lead to sever
degradation of the internal component of the cells. Nonetheless, each type of battery pack
has its own desired operating temperature range, for instance lead/acid and nickel metal
hybrid batteries best operate within (25 – 40) Co. In HEVs’ the location of the battery
module, type of cooling system applied, packaging configuration, cooling medium and
cooling strategy will all affect the temperature distribution in the region around and
within the module itself. The complexity of the batteries made a barrier for a successful
mathematical modeling for batteries, for this reason, the developer prefer focus more on
using their own resources in order to build and test batteries rather than going for
mathematical modeling.
There are many research targeting the battery packs performance from thermal point
of view, A. Pesaran et al [34] developed a new approach for designing thermal
management systems for EVs’ and HEVs’ battery packs. The approach consists of
necessary sequential steps for designing and evaluating the battery thermal management
systems (BTMS). The suggestion was made such that: controlling the module
temperature in the pack could be achieved in several ways, air or liquid cooling may be
required based on the type of the pack. Following the design of the preliminary Battery
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Thermal Management System BTMS, testing for evaluating the designed BTMS could be
conducted using visualizing or thermal imaging techniques; however, the designed
prototype of the battery pack was installed in the vehicle and tested using a vehicle
dynamometer, but there are no enough information on how the test was conducted, since
the battery pack performance depends on the drive cycle load and the hybrid system
control strategy.
In another publication for the same author A. Pesaran [35] where a lumped
capacitance battery thermal model was developed using Advanced Vehicle simulator
(ADVISOR). The model considered the battery core and the battery casing as tow
separated iso-thermal nodes, as shown in the bottom of figure 5.5. All other components
inside the case of the battery pack were assumed to be a single homogeneous material
with averaged properties.

Figure 5.5 Schematic of the battery model as in ADVISOR [35]
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The model assumed that the heat generation inside the battery pack energy storage
system (Qess_gen) is due to the electrochemical reaction and the resistive heating (IR2).
This generated heat (Qess_gen) is calculated by equation 5.1 [35]
Qess _ gen 

T ess Tair

5.1

R
eff

Where Tess is the battery pack temperature (case or core), Tair is the temperature of air
or fluid surrounding the battery and Rreff is the effective thermal resistance and being
calculated by equation 5.2:
1
t
R


reff hA kA

5.2

Where k is the thermal resistance of the battery packs, and h is the heat coefficient on
the air side and calculated by equations 5.3 for forced convection (hforced) and by
equation 5.4 for natural heat convection (hnatl).


h forced

m/  A b
 a(
) , Tess  Tess _ set _ tmp
5

5.3

hnatl  4, Tess  Tess _ set _ tmp

5.4

Where the subscripts (ess) refers to energy storage system (battery pack), and the
constants (a and b) are estimated from heat transfer text book by Incropera and Dewitt.
However the exit air temperature were estimated by assuming 50% of the heat loss from
the battery are carried by the cooling air. Where the cooling air temperature and the
battery pack temperature (Tess) are calculated by equations 5.5 and 5.6 respectively.
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Tair  Tamb 

0.5Qess _ case


mair C p ,air

5.5

Where mair flow rate and Cp, air its heat capacity.
t

Tess  
0

Qess _ gen  Qess _ case
mess C p ,ess

dt

5.6

Where mess is the battery mass, and Cp, ess its capacity. However, this model did take
into account the radiation heat transfer, though radiation in the main mode of heat
transfer that govern the amount of heat flow in and out the battery packs. However; most
of the time the simulation results of the mathematical models or electro thermal model of
the batteries were verified by being compared to an experimental results such as thermal
images for the battery packs casing [36,37]
Again, thermal performance of two generation of Panasonic prismatic Nickel-MetalHybrid (NMH) modules used in the Toyota Prius 2001 HEV [37]. The CAD model
consists of cell core including (positive electrode, negative electrode, separator and
electrolyte), cell case, internal connectors, connectors to posts terminals and the cell-tocell interconnectors, was generated using (ProE) software, the CAD model then was
imported into ANSIS and broken into finite element model in order to perform electrical
and thermal simulations. The model was tested to obtain the transient temperature
distribution for the module that is being cooled with natural convection with air initial
temperature of 28o C, while discharging a constant current of 100 Amps. For similar
conditions of testing, the same module heat emissions were captured using infrared
detector to generate thermal images for comparison with the simulation result. Figure 5.6
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and figure 5.7 illustrate the temperature distribution for the battery pack module as
predicted by the model and obtained from the thermal imager respectively [37]. In spite
the good agreement between the model prediction and the thermal image, still infrared
detector capture only the surface temperature and it does not count for lateral heat
conduction, on the other side the temperature distribution was captured for standalone
battery pack and not mounted in the vehicle, when the battery packs are installed in the
vehicle, the heat transfer from/to the surroundings will vary from being tested inside the
lab under different circumstances. Nonetheless, this model did not consider the loading
cycle for the battery pack, the battery pack thermal behavior vary for different loading
schemes i.e. different charge/discharge load cycles.

Figure 5.6 Temperature distribution for battery packs [37]
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Figure 5.7 Thermal image for packs after start of 100 A discharges [37]

Once again, the NiMH battery pack of Toyota Prius 2000 was tested at various loads
and climate conditions, in the aim of understanding how the module behave from thermal
perspective in addition to understanding the packaging consideration of the packs. A.
Pesaran et al [38] tested the Prius battery packs in order to obtain power performance of
the module at various states of charge (SOC) and different temperatures, thermocouple
signals, voltage and current were recorded either while driving the Prius on the road or
inside the Dynamometer.

However, the removed pack were tested in the climate

chamber at various temperature (0o C, 25 C o, and 40 C o) which is considered to be
standalone testing, still the applied drive cycle loads considered to be more practical. The
test included (US06, FTP-75 Federal Test procedures, and HWFET High Way Fuel
Economy Test) drive cycle loads, but other drive cycle such as Japan-10-15 and New
European Driving Cycle (NEDC) may cause the battery pack thermal performance to
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behave differently. Figure 5.8 illustrates the experimental set up for initial testing the
Prius battery pack in the environmental chamber supported with ABC-150 battery cycler.

Figure 5.8 Environmental chamber for testing for Prius pack. [38]

5.6 Hybrid Testing and Drive Cycle Impact
A driving cycle is a standardized driving procedure which is predefined by the means
of velocity versus time chart. There are a certain procedures for developing any drive
testing procedures, where a various principles developed and used to derive and design
the driving cycles [39]. Some developers applied what is called car-chasing technique to
acquire the real driving behavior of cars in defined routes [40]. Where especially
designed tools and equipment were used to collect the data including but not least to:
speed, distance travelled, average acceleration…. Etc. A good comparison of different
drive cycle test procedures can be found in reference [41]. However, the most common
cycles were developed for the United States, European and Japan, though; the process of
developing a drive cycle is not an easy process, some tried to develop their own drive
cycles [42,43].
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The impact of driving cycle implies that for a given vehicle, the drive cycle represents
a certain energy demand at the wheels, hence for a given energy demand at the wheels,
the driving cycle will assess the ability of the power train of the vehicle (either
conventional or hybrid) to extract energy from its primary source of energy(s) (such as;
fuel or batteries). Many driving cycles exists depending on the type of vehicles and the
intent of the test, though some manufacturers use their own designed driving cycle.
However, there is no specific drive cycle that has been developed for testing the HEVs’
power train, though the behavior of batteries under load cycles that are typical of driving
cycles for hybrid applications are the subject of intense development efforts by
automakers and battery developers.
Driving Cycle Test Procedures commonly used today can be found for more
information and downloaded from the United States Environmental Protection Agency
website [44]. A comparison between the aforementioned standard drive cycle and a
developed real world drive cycle can be found in reference.
However, more than any other vehicle powertrain, HEVs’ power train are strongly
dependent on the driving cycles pattern from both an aggressiveness and distance
travelled point of view. A. Moawad et al [45] assessed the impact of real world drive
cycle on the performance for different lay outs of HEVs’ power train; Moawad concluded
that the benefits of the HEVs’ power train configurations are strongly dependent on the
drive cycle characteristics and mainly on the distance driven.
According to the open literature, there is no specific driving cycle for test the hybrid
power trains; however, many researchers developed their own real world Drive Cycle to
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test hybrid systems [46, 47]. For instance A. Pesaran et al [35, 38], used standard drive
cycle loads in order to model the battery packs’ module for Optima and Prius HEVs’.
Pesaran employed the following standard driving cycle loads for evaluating the thermal
performance of the battery pack during his test: Highway Fuel Economy test (HWFET),
Federal Test Procedure (FTP-75 Cycle), US06 Cycle based on ADVISOR simulation and
SUV 25-Minute Cycle.
The aforementioned standard tests have shown to demonstrate better prediction of
battery life cycle and performance than is constant-current or constant-power cycling did.
The HWFET is used to simulate high way driving meanwhile FTP is used to estimate the
highway fuel economy. On the other hand, US06 test was applied to simulate high speed
and aggressive acceleration, while SUV 25-minute was applied as a sport utility drive
type of duty cycle that a battery pack could experience during such drive behavior. Other
drive cycle test such as Federal Urban Driving Schedule (FUDS) represents the city drive
with frequent stops and goes which force the battery packs to experience cyclic
charge/discharge loads. Federal Highway Driving Schedule on the other hand represents
the cruising on the high way drive most of the cycle test duration. US06 represents the
aggressive cycle load; it includes a maximum speed of about (80.3 MPH). However, the
European drive cycle such as (ECE) represents the urban and suburban drive modes in
addition to the highway merging in a way to simulate the driving pattern in Europe, the
Japan drive cycles such as (10-15 Mode) represent the modal drive and has a combination
of repetitive 10 Mode cycle and 15 Mode cycle. Nonetheless; other driving schedule are
performed according to a specific thermal schedule, for instance, Federal Test Procedures
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was found to be nothing but FUDS cycle as a first phase which represents the start of the
warm up phase ―cold soak‖ and then the vehicle will stop for 10 minutes to resume the
second phase which is called ―hot soak‖ where a second FUDS will be executed.
In conclusion, it is a challenging task to implement drive cycle analysis using realworld drive test data [46], however, one can use different techniques in order to analyze
the characteristics of the drive cycle events which may provide a useful information
about the vehicle performance under different loading schemes.
5.7 Research Approach
In this chapter the set up for testing a hybrid Toyota Prius 2010 will be discussed,
though it a challenging to capture all the physics of the individual cells of the battery
packs, specifically the electro-thermal behavior of the cell for modeling and analysis.
However, the performance of hybrid power train of the Prius were monitored while
testing the vehicle under variant drive cycle loads, the drive cycles were implemented
with the aid of the available Renk Labeco 4-Wheel 500 HP chassis Dyno existed at
Clemson University facility, International Center For Automotive Research ―CU-ICAR‖.
The drive cycle loads were applied in the test include (FHDS, FUDS, US06, Japan 10-15
and ECE in addition to a made-up artificial drive cycle (ADC), the heat emissions for
hybrid power train modules were detected using un-cooled Flir A40M infrared detector
which assists providing a -space confident- spatial temperature measurements for the
surfaces under consideration, meanwhile, the pre-installed thermocouple network
provided a time confident transient temperature measurements. In the mean time, a DAQ
system was set up to provide real-time transient measurements for the voltage, current
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and power of the battery packs. Additionally, a supplementary Toyota diagnostic
platform was connected to the On-Board Diagnosis channel of the tested vehicle in order
to provide information on the internal temperature and operating conditions of different
hybrid modules. Next sections will describe in details the set up for each of the
aforementioned data measurements. HEVs’ vehicle impose an electromagnetic
interferences EMI [38], hence several measurements -either: hardware or software
solutions- were taken into consideration in order to avoid such interferences with the
acquired signals during testing, for instance, the eDAQ was grounded with the chassis
Dyno to avoid the noise associated with the wheel speed signal, meanwhile a filter of 1
HZ was applied to eliminate the noise associated with other signals.
5.8 Vehicle Assumption
2010 Toyota Prius third generation -uses a hybrid drive that was almost completely
redeveloped- has been tested in order to evaluate the thermal performance of its hybrid
power train. It is important to indicate that the new Toyota Hybrid Synergy Drive
consists of five key components:
i.

Internal combustion Engine: (ICE) 4-cylinder ENGINE 2ZR-FXE (Atkinson

cycle), 1,798 cc, 98 horsepower @ 5,200 rpm.
ii.

Motor Generator I (MG1): which provide electric power for the auxiliary

systems such as starter and other accessories.
iii.

Motor Generator II (MG2): larger than MG1 which act as a generator to

recharge the battery packs during brake regeneration, and acts as a motor to assist the
engine when required.
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iv.

Power electronics: or inverter which balance the power requirements between

many 12 volts components and the high voltage of the hybrid system powertrain.
v.

Energy Storage System (ESS): Prismatic-Panasonic, Nickel-Metal-Hybrid

battery pack, contains 168 modules with 1.2 volte, the nominal system voltage 201.6
volts, the battery pack capacity 6.5 Ah.
More specifications for the Toyota Prius energy storage system (battery packs) are in
table 4.1, however, third generation of Prius used an evolved cooling system associated
with the battery packs to maintain the optimum operating temperature of the battery
packs

Hybrid System

Net Horsepower 134 horsepower

Engine

4-cylinder ENGINE 2ZR-FXE (Atkinson cycle), 98 hp@5,200 rpm

Electric Motor

PMS Motor, Power Output 80 hp/60 kW, Torque 153 lb.-ft.
Nickel-Metal Hydride, Nominal Voltage DC201.6V (168 x 1.2V

Battery Pack
cells ), Capacity 6.5 ampere hour, Peak Horsepower Rating 36
hp/27 kw, Battery System Voltage 650 volts maximum

Table 5.1 Toyota Prius specification

Toyota Prius 2010 Hybrid Control Strategy

Toyota Prius 2010 with full hybrid synergy drive has an evolved hybrid control
system, as in any typical hybrid system the power requirements depends on the drive
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cycle scheme, which in role determine the amplitude and the duration of the peak power,
however, the distance travelled during the drive cycle determine the energy requirement.
Knowing that all-electric range and blended operations are subjected to the strategies of
the hybrid control system, initially at low speeds energy from the batteries travels to the
inverter which powers the electric motor to drive the wheels, this is all about electric
mode or what is called all-electric range. As additional power is needed under normal
driving conditions, the gasoline engine will automatically starts to supplement power to
the wheels and also charge the battery when needed. On the other hand and under full
throttle acceleration or uphill, power from both the gasoline engine and the electric motor
are committed to provide power to drive the wheels.
5.9 Chassis Dynamometer Set Up
Likewise, the Renk Labeco 4-Wheel 500 HP chases dynamometer was employed to
simulate the representative road loads. Where the tested vehicle will be reside inside the
chassis Dyno chamber in order to experience the predetermined drive schedules, figure
5.9 illustrates the chassis Dyno with Prius being rest over the rollers inside the chassis
Dyno chamber.
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Figure 5.9 Toyota Prius 2010 set up inside Chassis Dyno chamber

Based on the literature review completed on the subject of the impact of the drive
cycle pattern on the performance of the hybrid power train, the following drive schedules
were selected in the sense of representing all crucial load schemes any hybrid power train
may experience:
i. FHDS, Federal Highway Driving Schedule.
ii. FUDS, Federal urban Dynamometer Schedule.
iii. US06.
iv. ECE, European Driving Schedule.
v. Japan 10-15 Driving Schedules.
vi. An innovated ―Artificial Driving Schedule‖
The idea behind executing the artificial driving schedule (ADC) aimed to investigate
the steady state power flows for the battery packs, the cruising only on the highways for
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long period of time (i.e. travelling for long duration) is not found in any of the driving
cycles investigated in the literature review.
However, due to the fact that the said chassis dyno is not equipped with the Driver
Aid apparatus, it was required to develop an interface in order to help the operator to
match the predefined drive schedule. In order to overcome the previous issue, an
interface by the means of National Instrument ―NI‖ hardware along with LabView was
developed, it is important to mention that the Renk Labeco Dyno contains an auxiliary
outlets, that provide a signals for the both vehicle wheel speed and torque being measured
from the roller of the Dyno, with the assumption of no slipping is to take place during the
test. Figure 5.10 illustrates the wheel speed signal provided by the Dyno.

Figure 5.10 BNC connector for wheel speed signal by Dyno

Using a coaxial radio frequency ―RF‖ connector of type ―Bayonet Neill-Concelman‖
BNC, with the aid of the auxiliary output side box of the chassis dyno, which provides a
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voltage signal for wheel ―left and right‖ speed and torque, it was possible to acquire the
vehicle speed signal, the connector provides a voltage signal ranges between (0-10) volts
depending on speed of the rollers, which apparently represents the vehicle wheel speeds
with the assumption of there is no slipping, hence, a calibration for this voltage signal
was performed, where the vehicle speed range was related to match the range of voltage
signal range, consequently, the vehicle was driven at different speed by the means of the
dyno rollers, where the voltage and vehicle speed were recorded simultaneously, finally a
table contains the vehicle speed ranging from 0 to 125 mile/hr versus voltage signal
ranging from 0 to 10 volt was constructed. This calibration will help dealing with the
voltage signal in order to develop the said driver aid interface. The drivers’ aid interface
development will be discussed in more details in the next section.
Drivers’ Aid Interface Development

By the means of National Instrument NI Compact Reconfigurable Input/output RealTime Controller NI-cRIO-9014 platform, along with Analog Input AI±10 V controller,
an interface was developed in order to assist the operator implementing the required drive
cycle schedule. Following the download of the targeted driving cycles from the EPA
website [44], and using available modules in LV platform, a program enables reading an
excel data file ―tab delimited format‖ was developed, the program returns a waveform
data file which represents the drive cycle profile, this profile represents the reference
profile to be matched by the actual vehicle speed profile, this file will be acquired by
another LV program which was developed in order to acquire a real time voltage signal
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of the type of wave format, in addition to analog voltage signal simultaneously. In order
to assist the operator matching the reference speed profile, a pathway was created by
factoring the reference data profile by ±5% of the original profile. Figure 5.11 illustrates
a snapshot for the block diagram shows the Lab View modules used to program the
interface enables reading excel data file.

Figure 5.11 LabView Block diagram for reading excel data file program

The second program will perform tow tasks: first, acquire simultaneously, both the
reference data file (waveform) signal and the actual vehicle speed signal. Second: display
both signals simultaneously on the display window and the histogram display window.
However, it is important to mention that both of the previous signals were calibrated to
represent the actual vehicle speed signal so the front panel window will display the
equivalent vehicle speed signal instead of volts. Figure 5.12 illustrates a snapshot for the
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LV block diagram for acquiring real-time voltage signal, and figure 5.13 shows the
chassis Dyno NI hardware set up for driver aid interface display.

Figure 5.12 LabView Block diagram for reading excel file
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Figure 5.13 NI-cRIO hardware set up for driver aid interface display

5.10 Battery Pack Voltage and Current Measurements
To be more realistic, the battery packs voltage and current were acquired on real time
basis using data acquisition card 18 channels ―eDAQ‖, only three channels were utilized
for: roller speed, voltage and current. However, in order to be able to acquire the voltage
signal by the eDAQ, a voltage divider circuitry was constructed in order to drop the high
voltage of the battery packs (201) volts down to (25) volts, where (470 kΩ and 100 kΩ)
resistors were connected in series with battery pack. In the same manner, (200) Ampere
current shunt that produces (50) mill-volt was used to allow the current of the battery
packs to flow through eDAQ for current real time measurements. Finally the sample rate
for the DAQ was set up for 100 Hz. Figure 5.14 shows the hardware set up for the current
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shunt circuitry, meanwhile figure 5.15 shows the DAQ system circuitry for voltage and
current transient measurements.

Figure 5.14 hardware set up for the current shunt circuitry

Figure 5.15 DAQ system hardware circuitry
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5.11 Infrared Measurements
Similar to the measures were taken in the set up described in chapter tow, the uncooled Flir A40M infrared detector calibrated for emissivity was used to capture 2D
special surface temperature measurements for the hybrid modules, while hybrid power
train of the tested vehicle experiencing the load cycles described previously, the infrared
detector was set up to capture the heat emitted by the targeted hybrid modules including:
battery packs, power electronics ―inverter‖ and the electric motor, along with the engine
as a parts of the under hood. The field of view of the focal plane array detector was
adjusted to include the whole battery packs during the capture. It is important to mention
that thermal detector has a spatial resolution of 1.3 mrad, spectral range of 7.5 – 13 μm
and thermal sensitivity of 0.08 Co at 30 Co. it is capable of detecting temperature range of
(-40 to 500) Co with accuracy of 2% or 2 Co. Figure 5.16 shows infrared detector set up
to capture the heat generation of the battery packs of the Toyota Prius while being tested
in the Renk Labeco Dyno.

Figure 5.16 Infrared detector set up in chassis Dyno test
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5.12 Thermocouple Measurements
Once again, thermocouples network was installed to provide a reference signal for the
purpose of correcting and calibrating the infrared detector, however, high speed 8channel ThermoCouple Interface Card (TCIC), this kind of DAQ accepts thermocouple
of types J, K, T, E, R, S, or ±500 mV inputs, it supports high speed USB interface and
RS232 communication. TCIC DAQ was calibrated and the sample rate was adjusted for
10 Hz, all 8 available channels were utilized where thermocouples of type J provided
with surface self-adhesive were used to measure the surface temperature of the battery
pack, inverter, inverter coolant reservoir, the battery packs. The surface temperature for
the previous modules was measured according to the following behavior: three thermocouples were distributed as shown in figure 5.17 where tow thermocouples were attached
to edging surfaces and one in the middle of the pack, another tow thermocouples were
installed in the thermowell existed in the mid cells of the pack. The other three
thermocouples were used to measure the surface temperature of the inverter, electric
motor and the inverter coolant reservoir. It is important to know that the Toyota Prius
2010 has three pre-existed thermocouples been used by the OEM to monitor the
temperature of the battery packs, however, these preinstalled thermocouples will be seen
by the On-Board Diagnostic connector for comparison.
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Figure 5.17 Prius battery pack: thermocouple and thermowell

5.13 On-Board Diagnosis Platform
Supplementary diagnosis platform from Toyota comprised of diagnosis software and
VIMJ2534 vehicle interface module that allows connecting to the vehicle, was used to
obtain the necessary information related to hybrid powertrain control. Figure 5.19
illustrates the set up for the On-Board Diagnosis module ―OBD‖. The On-Board
Diagnosis provided the supplementary information to analyze the thermal performance of
the hybrid power train modules in terms of how does the control system manage the
different strategies in handling the complexity of the operation of the hybrid system, the
On-Board module can see all the data that is available on the Controller Area Network
bus ―CAN‖, connecting to the hybrid system through the ―OBD‖ all the information
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related to the hybrid system were recorded for further analysis, the nature of the data
obtained will be presented and investigated in the next section.

Figure 5.18 On-Board Diagnosis module set up

5.14 Testing Behavior
Evaluating the thermal performance of hybrid battery as energy storage system for
already constructed battery packs is a challenging for development process [8]; the goal
was to evaluate battery thermal performance under different loading schemes, the cooling
system and cooling strategy will be investigated while exploring other system
interactions. The plan was made for testing the Prius under previously mentioned driving
cyclic loading, however, the test started from room temperature around (22 o C), US06
was executed, followed by FHDS, FUDS, ECE Japan 10-15 and finally the artificial drive
cycle (ADC). This mix of the different drive patterns will help to force the battery packs
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to experience all modes of loading (charge/discharge cyclic loading). Then, US06 drive
cycle as being considered the most aggressive driving mode was applied six times
consecutively, in the aim of monitoring the temperature profile of the battery packs and
detects its steady sate temperature. It important to mention that the hybrid system was
allowed to cool down to the room temperature after each run except for the steady state
explore runs, i.e. six consecutive US06 runs, where each of these six runs was
implemented immediately after the previous run was completed, the reset up time
between the runs was about 50 seconds.
The objective of such test behavior was to evaluate the battery thermal performance
of the pack under different driving cycle loads, the combination of all standard cycle will
force the battery pack to experience all load schemes, consequently, the packs will
experience a mix of power flows with the presence of hybrid control system interactions,
as it will be discussed in the next section, the data collected will show the behavior of
packs with an interferences with other systems such as engine stop/idle requests, cooling
fan mode and other system acts. The following data were recorded during each cycle test:
battery pack surface temperature as recorded by infrared detector and thermocouples,
battery pack voltage and current, vehicle speed, ambient temperature, inverter surface
temperature and inverter coolant temperature. Nonetheless, the following data
measurements were recorded by OBD: Engine coolant temperature and engine RPM,
motors/generators (MG1 and MG2) torque and RPM, regenerative braking torque, battery
pack temperature, inverters temperature, motor temperature, maximum and minimum
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battery pack state of charge, battery pack cooling fan mode, battery blocks voltage and
other miscellaneous data measurements.
The idea of the artificial drive cycle (ADC) is to drive the vehicle at a constant speed
(cruising) for 30 minutes trip divided into three intervals, where the speed will be
increased by 15 MPH every 10 minute starting with 30 MPH to end up with 60 MPH.
however, such driving pattern does not exist in standard drive cycle modes, such step-like
steady state driving pattern reflects the cruising on the highways which will allow us to
investigate the thermal behavior of the battery packs while experiencing the charge
sustaining behavior which the control system will try to maintain.
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CHAPTER SIX
HYBRID POWER TRAIN TESTING DATA ANALYSIS
6.1 Initial Results
Since our base line vehicle represents the series/parallel hybrid power train
configuration, it will have a control system which combines the features of both
powertrain management; the series and the parallel, more details on the power flow
management for different hybrid powertrain configuration can be found in reference. [20]
Figure 6.1 shows a momentary thermal image for the battery packs during the first
run, the first run was for FHDS drive cycle, from figure 6.1, one can notice that the
middle of the battery pack has the highest temperature of about (26-27) oC, which
indicates that the core of the packs carries most of the heat generated during the
charge/discharge cycles, this is an obvious due to the fact that the cells at the boundaries
will transfer some of the heat to the surroundings, meanwhile the cell at the middle will
have limited chance to transfer heat to the neighboring cells with almost equal
temperature. Infrared camera detects the surface temperature depending on the heat
emitted by the surface, consequently, the temperature profile may contain some errors
due to the emissions from the background objects that appear in the image back ground,
however, as stated before the infrared detector will provide a spatial temperature curves
which predicts the consequences of the internal electro-thermal reaction occurs inside the
packs.
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Figure 6.1 Thermal image for the battery pack

For accuracy and to provide a reference signal, thermocouples results were used to
calibrate the infrared detector to guarantee accurate surface temperature measurements,
Figure 6.2 illustrates the temperature profile for the battery pack as obtained by the
thermocouples, the readings from the thermocouples contains some noise as a result of
being close to high voltage wiring of other electric circuitries during the experiment (i.e.
voltage divider, current shunt, …. Etc). As figure 6.2 implies that the surface temperature
increase with time as the packs experiences the charge/discharge cycle according to the
drive mode applied, the middle of the pack has the highest temperature about (302) K,
however, this temperature was measured with the assist of the pre-existed thermowell by
the OEM in the middle blocks of the packs, meanwhile the backside of the packs come
next with temperature of about (301.5) K, the lowest temperature was for the front side of
the packs (300.25) K.
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It is important to mention that the parallel air cooling system of the battery packs in
the Prius, acts to maintain the optimum operating temperature for the packs, however, the
first cells attacked by the air stream will get cooler, while the air stream will get warmer
as it passes through to the other cells in the other side of the pack, different cooling
strategies for hybrid battery packs were discussed in the literature review [4]. Figure 6.3
illustrates the parallel air cooling system associated with the battery pack for the Toyota
Prius generation III 2010 [48]. For comparison, the surface temperature curves of the
battery pack as obtained from the infrared detector were plot in contrast with those
obtained from the thermocouples. Figure 6.4 indicates that the thermography technique is
suitable for predicting the surface temperature of the packs as it vary over time, of course,
such verification of using the thermal imager will be use to validate the results of the
simulation, as it will be discussed in the next chapter. Moreover, it is clear from figure
6.4 that the thermal imager carries less noise than the signal carried by the
thermocouples, the noncontact temperature measurement using the infrared detector will
assist monitoring the thermal behavior of the inaccessible spots such as the core of the
battery packs’ cells or inside the inverter. In order to highlight the effect of other systems’
interactions with the consequent heat generation from the battery pack, the power flows
for the battery packs were plot over time, figure 6.5 illustrates the current and voltage
flows for the battery packs over the FHDS drive cycle, the voltage profile indicates the
charge sustaining behavior of the hybrid control system, meanwhile the current flows go
behind the charge/discharge cycle, the positive current indicate discharging the battery
meanwhile the negative current indicates charging during regenerative braking. Figure
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6.15 shows how does the hybrid control system try to maintain a narrow window of
usable state of charge for the battery packs, as it can be seen from figure; the system tried
to uphold 60% as a cut off for the state of charge. However as state of charge being
defined as coulombs counter, it fluctuates depending on the load and the mode of
acceleration/deceleration.
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Figure 6.5 Battery pack current and voltage flows for FHDS

6.2 Further Data Analysis
In third generation of Toyota Prius, an advanced air cooling system had been evolved,
where a dedicated cooling system in order to protect the compacted battery pack from
getting over heated, hence, an efficient cooling fan with several modes of operation is
employed. The control system will manage the operating mode of the fan based on the
feedback from the control unit of the battery packs, the control unit of the battery pack
will provide a feedback from the pre-installed temperature sensors used to measure the
core temperature of the packs, in addition to cooling air temperature, recall from figure
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5.17 shows the positions of these pre-existed sensor, it is essential to know that the preexisted thermocouples in Prius packs are installed in a specially designed thermowell that
goes inside the cells that are in the middle blocks where the temperature is the highest.
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The On-Board Diagnostic enables to read the fan mode of operation as triggered by
the control system. However, figure 6.7 shows the effect of the fan mode as varies with
the vehicle speed and the temperature rise of the battery packs, from figure 6.7, as
temperature of the center of the packs reaches about (300) K the fan is switched to mode
(1), and as the temperature rises it switches to the next mode when necessary.
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For inclusive boundary condition extraction, other modules of the hybrid powertrain
for the tested vehicle were monitored during drive cycle load testing. Similarly, following
of recording the electric motor (MGII) surface temperature, its temperature profile plotted
as vary with torque and high voltage flows after boosting; figure 6.8 illustrates electric
motor (MGII) surface temperature as obtained from the infrared detector as varies with
motor torque load.
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As energy manager; advanced power electronic are in charge of the vehicle energy
use in the hybrid electric vehicles, consequently, the inverter in some HEVs’, has its own
dedicated cooling system, which acts to prevent over heating while high voltage and
current flows after boosting to drive the electric motor to propel the vehicle during high
energy demands, hence; the inverter surface temperature was monitored during the drive
cycle test, where the infrared detector was employed to detect the surface temperature
for the inverter with the assistance of the thermocouples for accuracy. Simultaneously,
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the On-Board Diagnosis, enable recording the coolant temperature of the inverter in/out
coolant temperature. Figure 6.9 illustrates the inverter surface temperature as obtained by
the infrared detector , inverter coolant temperature, and high voltage flow after boosting
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6.3 Comparative Study
For deep understanding of the hybrid power train thermal behavior, and for
successive thermal simulation, it was necessary to investigate and compare the thermal
behavior of battery packs, inverter and electric motor under different mode of loads, in
other words; next section will include a comparative study for thermal behavior of the
hybrid module under different drive cycle loads, the drive loads include: FHDS, FUDS,
US06, Japan 10-15 Mode, ECE and the newly invented artificial drive cycle (ADC) as
explained in the previous chapter.

6.3.1

Battery packs

Power flows and Heat generations
In order to investigate the heat generated by the battery pack due to its electrochemical activity, and to compare the thermal behavior under different load schemes, the
maximum surface temperature profiles as obtained by the IR detector for the battery
packs’ surface were plot for the previously mentioned drive schedules. To begin with, the
battery packs surface temperature as obtained were plot as vary with current and voltage
flows for different drive cycle loads, figure (6.10 – 6.14) illustrate the surface
temperature for battery packs as obtained from the infrared detector with the associated
power flows for the FUDS, US06, Japan 10-15 Mode, ECE and Artificial drive cycles
(ADC) loads respectively. It is important to point out that this kind of comparison will
assist in extracting the boundary conditions for already manufacturer battery packs for
more realistic and more comprehensive thermal modeling [38]. Figure 6.10 illustrates the
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current and voltage flow for the battery packs under FUDS drive cycle loads, the IR
detector indicates that the battery surface temperature reaches (308) K in compare to
(302) K when FHDS drive cycle load applied. This rise in temperature is due to the high
fluctuates in the power flows between the battery packs and the power electronics. The
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As being considered the most aggressive drive cycle, US06 forced the battery packs
to experience the sever load condition, i.e. intensive cyclic charge/discharge loading,
US06 includes a speed of 85 MPH associated with a sever acceleration and deceleration
patterns in compare to about 60 MPH for FUDS drive cycle. Once again, figure 6.11
shows the rise in surface temperature for the battery packs as recorded by the IR detector
as varies with the current and voltage flows under US06 drive cycle loads. The
temperature profile indicates of the packs during US06 drive cycle reaches about (308.5)
K, the quick rise in the temperature occurred during the last portion of the US06 cycle,
where the power train experience more acceleration and deceleration modes. On the other
hand, figure 6.12 shows the effect of the Japan 10-15 mode drive schedule on battery
packs, the packs showed a lower temperature profile under the effect of Japan drive cycle
loads, the maximum was recorded to be only (301.5) K, similarly occurred when ECE
drive schedule applied, the battery packs surface temperature showed a maximum
temperature of about (301) K. however, some technical difficulties came about during the
ECE drive cycle run, hence the applied speed profile did not perfectly match the actual
speed profile, though it still reflect almost the actual profile and can be used to predict the
effect of the ECE drive schedule on the modules. At last, figure 6.14 shows the
consequences of the voltage and current flows of the artificial drive schedule (ADC) on
the behavior of the packs for 30 minutes run duration, the packs were exposed to a power
discharge at the beginning of the cruising speed, then when more power was demanded
as the speed increased on the highway, the engine starts providing power to assist propel
the wheels and provides the batteries with recharge when needed. Finally at higher speeds
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the engine and battery are committed to provide the required power, where as the engine
commit to maintain the sustainable SOC level for the packs from exceeding the cut off.
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Figure 6.13 Packs voltage and current flow for ECE cycle
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Figure 6.14 Packs surface temperature, voltage and current for ADC
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State Of Charge

The control strategy for the Prius, as indicated in previous chapter, tries to maintain a
certain range of state of charge (S.O.C), hence, the S.O.C for Prius battery packs were
plot for FHDS, FUDS, US06 to analyze the effect of the speed profile on the battery
packs state of charge while indicating the maximum and minimum (SOC). With the start
of the federal highway procedure, the state of charge for the batteries decreased to about
54%, the system try to recover the state of charge back into its maximum value of about
60% state charge, in FUDS drive schedule the case was different since the city drive
includes a lot of frequent stop and go cycles, which indicates an intensive
charge/discharge cyclic load for the battery packs, consequently, the state of charge
profile continued to decrease to about 52%, in the US06 drive schedule, the system could
preserve the maximum state of charge of about 65%, however, the minimum state of
charge was about 54% for US06 drive schedule.
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6.4 Steady State Analysis
In order to investigate how the battery packs perform from thermal perspective, and
to understand the packaging characteristics for Prius battery packs, US06 drive cycle was
applied for six runs consecutively. The purpose of applying US06 in this way is to
investigate the steady state for the battery pack thermal behavior, however, figure (6. 16)
shows the surface temperature profile for battery packs as being measured by the IR
detector after (60) minutes of continues loading under the effect of the US06 drive
pattern, the profile shows that the surface temperature of the battery packs reaches quasi-
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steady state at the middle of the third run (i.e. after about 28 minutes), however; the
battery packs reaches the maximum temperature of (311.5) K at the end of this test.
Such steady state behavior of the Prius packs will be analyzed and more investigated
in the next chapter; the next chapter will discuss the simulation process for the hybrid
power train with special focus on modeling the thermal behavior of the battery packs.
Based on the complex dual mode of the power train configuration of the Prius, where the
energy can travel to and from the wheels through different pathways with the use of the
planetary gear set that couples: the engine (ICE), generator (MGII) and the drive train.
The next chapter will discuss the coupling of the electro chemistry of the batteries with
its thermal behavior.

Figure 6.16 Packs surface temperature after six consecutive US06 cycles
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CHAPTER SEVEN
HYBRID POWER TRAIN MODELING
7.1 Introduction to Hybrid Power Train Thermal Modeling
In this chapter, we will discuss the various steps needs for modeling the thermal
management system for hybrid power train, starting with a review for the thermal issues
encountered by the hybrid modules, where a special investigation of the thermal behavior
of the NiMH battery packs and its thermal management system in Toyota Prius is
introduced. Then a process of constructing FE finite element based model for the battery
packs will be presented, followed by simulation for the electro-thermal behavior of the
battery cells using simulink based-design, which was subsequently couples with the 3D
complete thermal model for the HEV power train. Finally, a validation process was
adopted through verifying the thermal performance of the hybrid powertrain modules as
predicted by the model with the experimental thermal results.
As stated before the control system will determine the energy flows between different
modules in hybrid power train, depending on the mode of the drive cycle and its power
demands, hence; the extracted thermal behavior for the hybrid power train for the Prius as
shown in the previous chapter -while experience a current and voltage fluctuates between
different modules- will be analyzed and simulated in a way that assists in an optimum
thermal performance for these modules.
7.2 Thermal Management of HEVs’ Power Train
A deep research was conducted in order to analyze the thermal behavior of HEVs’
power train to enhance it performance under all operating conditions [49], ranging from
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some who investigates the thermal impact for Insulated Gated Bipolar Transistor (IGBT)
modules used in hybrid electric vehicles, where an electro thermal simulation based on
Finite Element Model FEM has been used to simulate the temperature imbalance for
power components [50]. Meanwhile others surpassed the thermal performance of the
hybridized modules of power train; an intensive and deep research was performed in
order to enhance the electrical and thermal characteristics of the electric storage system
[51]. Hence; the battery packs either on cell based or as an overall module was analyzed,
however, these automotive battery packs have been looked at as a passive standalone
components in most of the cases. [52].
7.3 Finite Element Model of Hybrid Power Train
As shown in chapter three, the 3D model for the Prius was constructed using 3D
scans from real world objects, though this was used for obtaining the detailed surface
geometry for the visible components, still for some of the components in the specially
compacted hybrid power train was too difficult to obtain, consequently, a construction for
the already manufactured battery packs was executed, figure 6.2 illustrated the actual
Panasonic NiMH battery packs modules, therefore, Hyper Mesh from Altair was used to
construct and produce the appropriate mesh quality for the Prius 2010 battery packs and
its associated cooling system. Figure 7.1 illustrates the FEM as imported into RadTherm
for the battery pack modules for Prius 2010 along with its associated cooling system,
whereas table 7.1 describes the specifications of NiMH module used in Prius 2010.
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Figure 7.1 FEM for the battery pack modules for Prius 2010

Specification

2010 Prius (Generation IV)

Form factor

Prismatic

No. of cells, Modules, Blocks

168 cells, 6 modules, 14 blocks

Module weight

1040 g

Dimensions

19.6 x 106 x 285

Table 7.1 Specifications of NiMH module used in Prius 2010

Panasonic NiMH battery modules located under the rear seat in and seated on the
floor of trunk pan, it covered with a steel sheet metal, besides an extended cover of the
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carpet that is spread over the trunk, figure 7. 3 illustrates a photographed picture for the
battery packs assembly after removing the sheet metal cover,

It was essential to couple

this module with FEM of a complete vehicle in order to take into account the thermal
coupling between this battery modules and other heat sources and sinks, comparatively, it
was important to increase the resolution of the mesh quality produced, specifically for the
battery cell, for the purpose of indicating the heat exchange between the elements among
an individual cells.

Figure 7.2 Prius 2010 battery modules (left), cooling fan (right)

Proceeding to the other hybrid modules, a similar construction process for FEM
includes was performed for the following modules and its associated subcomponents:
i.

Primary electric motor/generator (MGII): along with its electric wire
connection from/to (power electronics) inverter.

ii. Power electronic: along with its electric wire connections with: Battery
packs, electric motor/generator, in addition to its associated cooling system.
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Figure 7.3 shows the FEM for the previously mention components as imported into
RadTherm, where the hood was hidden to demonstrate the coupling between the hybrid
modules with the conventional powertrain modules including: engine, exhaust manifold,
intake manifold, intake filter, …… etc.

Figure 7.3 FE model for Prius Hybrid power train

7.4 Boundary Conditions and Model Set up
Understanding the boundary conditions is the key for thermal modeling and testing
thermal performance correctly, therefore, an intensive boundary condition extraction
practice was implemented with the aid of the existed Renk Labeco chassis Dynamometer,
where hybrid power train of Toyota Prius 2010, was tested to evaluate its thermal
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performance under transient and steady state energy flows from/to hybrid modules to
meet the power demands at the wheels according to the applied driving procedures. The
process of boundary condition extraction was explained in details in the previous chapter,
in this section, a complementary process for the boundary condition extraction process
will be discussed in order to relate the electro-chemical behavior of the battery cells to its
thermal performance, for this purpose the next section was devoted to explain the electrochemical process taking place inside the battery cells, this process will help
understanding the model coupling prior to thermal simulation process.
7.5 Electro-Chemical behavior of batteries
Many cell based electro-chemical/thermal coupled modeling were developed with the
intention of simulating the electrochemistry phenomena of the cell with the prediction of
the consequent heat generations, C. Wang et. al. developed a coupled modeling of the
thermal and electrochemical behavior of the cell [53]. The developed model is a cell level
model, which coupled thermal with electrochemical models to predict the
electrochemical behavior and the thermal excursions in the cell and its associated changes
in electrochemistry. The model described the cell as being consists of tow porous
electrodes and a separator and the electrolyte as shown in figure 7.4. Due to changes in
the partial molar volume of the material inside the cell during charge/discharge cycles,
the surface concentration that describes the diffusion mass transfer phenomena can be
described by equation 7.4. [53]
Cs (t )  Cavg (t ) 

i(t )ls
nFD

7.1
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Where:
Cs : Surface concentration (mol/cm3)
2
i (t ) : Current density (A/cm )

ls : Diffusion length (cm)
F: faradays’ constant (96487 c/eq)
D: Diffusion coefficient (cm2/s)

Figure 7.4 Cell model and phases exist inside the cell [53]

While Wang model predicts the cell electrochemistry with predictions of
concentrations, SOC, reaction current, and phase potentials profile across the cell, Wang
used the general energy balance equation to be coupled with the previous phenomena
equations given by equation 7.2.
(  C pT )
t

 (T )  q

7.2
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Where:

 : Density (kg/cm3)
C p : Specific heat (J/kg K)
T : Temperature (K)

 : Thermal conductivity (W/cm K)
3
q : Volumetric heat generation (mol/cm )

The previous equation estimates the temperature at every point in the cell, but with
the assumption of a uniform cell temperature distribution, however; the previous
correlation can replaced with a lumped thermal analysis given by equation 7.2 [53].

d ( avg C p ,avgTavg )
dt



hA(Tavg  Tamb )
Vc

q

7.3

Where:

h : Convective heat transfer coefficient (W/cm2 K)
A : Area of heat transfer (cm2)

Vc : Cell volume (cm3)
While the previous correlation was simplified either with the assumption of
temperature variation in the cell is neglected to become as in equation 7.4, or with the
assumption of non-uniform reaction distribution is neglected to become as in equation
7.5.

q

1
qdv
Vc Vc

7.4
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U avg 
q  I o U avg  Vcell  Tavg

Tavg 


7.5

Where

I o : Initial current density (A/cm2)
U avg : Average equilibrium potential

Vcell : Cell voltage
However, Wang used his combined experimental/model approach to show the ability
of the multi-scale model with thermal electrochemical coupling to describe the thermal
behavior of NiMH cell. Then again, W. Gu. et al [54] used his developed fully coupled
thermal electrochemical model to predict the electrochemical and thermal behavior of a
NiMH battery cells, Gu used the formulated general energy balance equation for
individual cell where the heat generation was given by the following equation 7.6 [54]
 av

U av
j
q   j I j U j  T
  IV
T 

(enthalpy.mixing.term)  ( phase.change.term)

7.6

Where
I j : Volumetric reaction current (A/cm3) resulting from electrode

reaction j

U av
j : Corresponding open-circuit potential (OCP) being evaluated
at the average consumption
I : Total current (A/cm3)

V : Cell potential (V)
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Meanwhile, the first term on the right side of equation 7.6 refers to the enthalpy of
charge-transfer reaction, the second term refers to the electrical work done by the battery,
and the ―enthalpy-mixing‖ term represent the heat effect associated with concentration
gradients developed in the cell, while the last term ―phase-change‖ term refers to the heat
effect due to phase transformation.
However, other models aimed at coupling the thermal phenomena in battery cell to
the electro-chemical activities take place inside the battery cell, for instance; L. Kostetzer
[55] made an effort to relate the heat generations due to chemical reaction and the joule
effect happen inside the cells to the heat transfer caused by cooling by convection and
conduction, Kostetzer introduced a system level electrical-thermal simulation model
using ANSIS in order to simulate the transient thermal behavior of the battery, on the
other hand an equivalent electrical circuitry used in order to model the electro-chemical
effects inside the cell as shown in figure 7.5, the electric model considered the battery as
an ideal voltage source VL with an internal resistance, where as the capacity o the battery
was modeled by RLCL circuit, and the current drawn by the resistant loads will result in
the voltage output V(t) which varies with the current flow, both the resistance and the
capacitance of the battery cell are strong function of the temperature and the state of
charge SOC depending on experiments and/or sophisticated models.
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Figure 7.5 Electro-chemical effect inside cell for Li-ion batteries [55]

Subsequently, Kostetzer provides a complete battery system simulation tool including
bi-directional thermal-electrical coupling, figure 7.6, however, the model was for
individual cell, but still can be extended easily to include all other cell in the battery pack.
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Figure 7.6 Battery system model including thermal-electrical coupling [55]

7.6 Battery Electro-thermal Modeling
Relatively, in the context of coupled modeling of the thermal and electrochemical
behavior of the battery cells, an electro-thermal model for NiMH battery consists of three
sub-models developed by G. Rizzoni et al [56] at Ohio State University Center for
Automotive research, was adopted as a coupler to predict the physics of the
electrochemistry occurs inside the cell, which in role, by being fed with the current drawn
by the load, will generate the output temperature profile at terminal, which forms the
main input for the finite difference code of the 3D model. The model consists of the
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following sub-models: electrical sub-model, thermal sub-model and state of Charge submodel, each one is describes in more details in the next three sub-sections.

7.6.1 Electrical Sub-Model

The electrical model describes the battery as being consists of an ideal voltage source
(Eo) with an internal resistance (R) connected to an RC circuit, where both internal
resistance of the voltage source and the RoCo network are function of both temperature of
the battery (T) and its state of charge SOC, figure 7.7.

Figure 7.7 Battery electric models [56]

However, all of these parameters were determined experimentally depending on
battery SOC, battery temperature and according to charge/discharge phases, with open
circuit steady state voltage determined by equation 7.7 [56]:

Eo  1.19  0.09 SOC  0.001 T 

7.7

Whereas R and Ro represent all energy losses, and Co represent the capacity of the
battery, are all derived experimentally for typical NiMH battery as in equation 7.8 [56].
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 Ro  1.6  103  2.5  105  SOC  T  ohm 

Disch arg Co  1500  F 

3
5
 R  4  10  4.4  10  T  ohm 

7.8

 Ro  8  103  2.2  105  T  3.6  103  SOC  ohm 

Ch arg e... Co  1500  F 

3
5
 R  4  10  4.2  10  T  ohm 

7.6.2 State Of Charge Sub-Model

The state of charge is defined as the count of coulombs, in this model, the state of
charge was simply estimated based on the current entering and leaving the cell, where the
charge transferred in and out of the cell is calculated by integrating the current variation
over time as described by equation 7.9 [56].
t

1
SOC  SCOo 
I (t )dt
Ah to

7.9

Where

SCOo : Initial state of charge (%)
Ah : Battery capacity (A/h)

7.6.3 Thermal Sub-Model

Thermal model describes the heat generations and heat losses while considering the
heat convicted to the surroundings, remembering that all battery parameters are strongly
dependent on temperature, equation 7.10 [56] describes the energy balance equation for
the battery cell.
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dT
R 2 Ro 2
hA

I 
I

(T  T )
R
0
dt mc
mc
mc

7.10

Where
IR0: Current through the resistor (Ro)
mc : Effective heat capacity per cell

hA : Effective heat transfer (W m-2 K-1 ), estimated based on type of
convection and fan setting

Whereas, the current Ro is the difference between the current drawn by the load and
the current passed through the capacitor Co and calculated by equation 7.11, and the
effective heat coefficient hA depends on the initial heat coefficient hAo and the fan
setting fs which has three modes of setting Off , Low, Medium, High   0, 1, 2, 3
and estimated by equation 7.12 [56].
I Ro  I  I c  I  Co
hA  hAo (1 

dVc
dt

7.11

fs
)
2

7.12

Where the fan setting was determined using a discretized feedback control strategy
depending on the temperature of the cell according to the following procedure:

 Off :
 Low:
Fan.Setting : 
 Medium:
 High:

fs=0  default 
o
fs=1 T 30 C
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fs=2

T 35 C

fs=3

T  40 C

o

o

The previously described sub-models (electric, thermal and SOC) sub-models were
then translated into one complete simulink model, figure 7.8, the model has to be fed with
the initial conditions and the current curve as an input, where the initial condition
includes: initial SOC (%), ambient temperature (K), battery capacity (Ah), initial fan
settings (0, 1, 2, 3), initial effective convective heat transfer coefficient (W m-2 K-1 ),
effective heat capacity per cell (J/o C), in addition to fan activation control (0 for no fan, 1
for fan on).
Subsequently, this electro-thermal model was adopted in project in order to predict
the temperature profile inside the battery packs according the applied load, in other
words, it was fed by the current curves obtained by applying any drive cycle load as
shown in the previous chapter, however, the initial conditions of the battery packs and
other parameters in the model were modified to accommodate the Prius NiMH battery
packs specifications as provided by the OEM as shown in table 7.1, whereas other initial
condition such as the fan setting and initial SOC were provided by the data collected
experimentally by the OBD. Moreover, the model output includes plots for battery packs
battery cells core temperature, current, voltage, SOC. To verify the previous model
accuracy for predicting the output for the Prius Panasonic NiMH battery packs, the
current curves obtained from FUDS, FHDS, and US06 were fed to the model; the output
curves of voltage, SOC, temperature were plot and compared with those obtained
experimentally for each drive cycle.
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Figure 7.8 Complete SIMULINK electro-thermal model for NiMH battery packs [56]

Figure 7.9 illustrates the SOC, and voltage for the Prius battery packs as predicted by
the electro-thermal model for the FUDS drive schedule, however, the initial conditions
including the initial SOCo was fed to the model through modifying the initialization file
according to the initial conditions for the NiMH battery packs before running the model.
Variations in voltage and SOC indicate that the electro-thermal model predicts
appropriately the variation in the voltage and the state of charge, with about 2.5%
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difference in SOC. Nonetheless, according to figure 7.10 the temperature curve predicted
by the model and the experimental temperature curve for FUDS drive schedule shows
Similar trend with a variations, these variations resulted from the previously mentioned
causes, where the battery packs were exposed to an excessive cooling air inside the
chassis dyno during the tests; in addition to the observe of that the current load triggers to
a certain extent the temperature profile predicted by the model.
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Figure 7.9 SOC and voltage battery packs for FUDS
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Figure 7.10 Temperature curves for battery packs for FUDS

To emphasize the approach of coupling the electro-thermal model with the 3D
thermal model, similar comparison practice was performed to observe the output of the
model for FHDS and US06, where the voltage, SOC and temperature curves returned by
the model were compared with experimental curves for FHDS and US06, figure 7.11
illustrates a comparison for the voltage and SOC for FHDS drive schedule, where the
curves comparison indicates once again the accuracy of the electro-thermal model with
some variation due to the same cause explained earlier, although the temperature curves
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comparison shows less agreement between the one predicted by the model and the
experimental one, still the model valid in predicting the thermal behavior of the packs for
FHDS drive schedule as well, as figure 7.12 shows that a temperature profile for FHDS
generated by the model triggered by the speed profile, which is in turn triggers the current
flows, from the speed pattern, an increase at the speed at the beginning of the drive cycle
indicates a positive current flow (i.e. discharge) which cause an increase in the packs
temperature, during the rest of the cycle where cruising speed profile indicates a steady
current flow result in decrease in the temperature to a certain level where it continues
unvarying till the end of the drive cycle, where the deceleration towards the stop will
cause a negative current flows (i.e. recharge) which will cause another increase in the
packs temperature. Once again, the electro-thermal model give emphasis to the process of
predicting the SOC and voltage for the US06 drive schedule figure 7.13, with the
exception of encompassing some variation in the temperature curve in compare with the
one obtained by the experiment figure 7.14, but still the model predicting the trend of the
temperature profile within the limits. Other variations appear when simulate the effect of
the artificial driving schedule, where there was no data available from the OBD for this
run due to technical issues took place which put a stop to the OBD data acquiring,
however, the current flow recorded by the DAQ was fed to the electrical model and the
obtained temperature curve was compared to that recorded by the infrared detector ,
figure 7.15 shows that the electrical model could predict the boundaries of the packs
temperature within an acceptable range, the higher temperature predicted by the electrical
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model was due to that the IR recorded a lower surface temperature for the packs due to
the reason mentioned earlier in the previous section.
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Figure 7.11 SOC and voltage for battery packs for FHDS.
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7.7 Complete 3D Thermal Model
Seeing that coupling a thermal behavior with the electro-chemical phenomenon in the
battery is valid, the next step will be setting up a 3D finite element model FEM for
analyzing the transient behavior of the HEVs’ power train including the battery packs
while the hybrid power train modules experience different current load flows including a
transient current fluctuates and steady state current flaws. This section will describe the
details on how the 3D thermal model was developed, a complete CAD model for the
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Prius hybrid vehicle including the hybrid power train was imported into finite
differencing code RadTherm, the geometry of the complete vehicle were split into the
subassemblies as shown in table 4.1, the new add her is the hybrid power train assembly
which is split into the following assemblies see figure 7.3:
i.

Battery packs subassembly.

ii.

Power electronic subassembly.

iii.

Motor generator subassembly

iv.

Electric wire and connections.

Afterwards, the assemblies and subassemblies were break down into meaningful parts
to allow the simulation code establishing the radiation patches. Next, the material
properties, surface conditions and thicknesses for all parts in the model were defined
according to the information available either from OEM or from the experiment. The
most important part was setting up the fluid streams and fluid nodes in the model, a
process which requires a lot of accuracy to gain the validation of the model with
minimum error. Thereafter, the boundary condition set up process for each part in the
power train was explained in details with all assumption involved in the set up practice.
7.8 Battery packs subassembly boundary conditions setup
Starting with battery packs which was the hardest part in the model setup due to its
unique electro-thermal behavior, the pack was divided into cell based geometry with a
high resolution figure 7.16, the high resolution will increase the accuracy of the model
output but this will increase the running time, it is important her to mention that the
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surface geometry for the parts represent the outer shell only, whereas other layers will be
defined in order to simulate any multi-layer parts.

Figure 7.16 Battery cell surface geometry with one cell unit highlighted

Cell outside heat transfer

The front side of the battery cells (i.e. the outer side of the cell) were set up for the
convective fluid stream as being fed from air inside the cabin see figure 6.3, upstream
fluid node has the same temperature of the air inside the cabin were assigned as an
upstream fluid node, the temperature and volume flow rates of the fluid stream were
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obtained experimentally by the OBD, the OBD provided the inhaling air temperature and
the cooling fan sitting where the fan mode shows three mode of operation (0,1,2 ) i.e.
(off, low and high). The cooling fan was sucking the air from inside the cabin and blows
it in between the cell through the bounding cooling pipes, figure 7.17. However figure
shows the battery pack associated cooling system with the fluid stream established inside
the bounding parts. It is important to know that the coed is useful for calculating the
radiation and conduction heat transfer based on the imported FE model for the outer shell
(i.e. surface geometry).

Figure 7.17 Battery pack cooling system with the fluid stream
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Cell inside heat transfer

The main purpose of the previous validation for the coupling of the lector-thermal
model was because the finite differencing code RadTherm requires an input to define the
heat convection for the fluid streams and thermal nodes to be set up, this requirement was
on hand except the boundaries for the battery cells, the electro-chemistry phenomena
occurred inside the cell infers unidentified thermal behavior, for this reason the coupling
methodology was proposed in the previous section, the experiment captures the physics
of the cell, i.e. current, voltage, SOC, and surface temperature, but not the core
temperature, however; by providing the electro-thermal model with these boundary
conditions, the temperature profile inside the cell can be predicted for any current cyclic
load as discussed in the previous section, consequently; this temperature profile was used
to represent the heat source due to the electro-chemical activity inside the cell.
Henceforward; a fluid node representing the electrolyte was linked to the backside of the
cell (i.e. the inner face of the cell geometry) to simulate the heat generated by the electrochemical behavior, the temperature curve obtained by the electro-thermal model was
assigned for this fluid node inside each cell. There was no fluid stream in this case since
the electrolyte was assumed to be not moving inside the cell. Figure 7.18 illustrates the
inner side of one cell where the fluid node was linked to represent the heat generation due
electro-chemical activity inside the cell.
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Figure 7.18 The inner side of battery cell

7.9 Engine & Exhaust System Set Up
The engine set up for convection still the same as executed for the engine as in the
conventional power train, with the exception of that in the hybrid vehicles, the control
system -depending on the control strategy- will determine the engine shut off and the
engine idle during the drive cycle based on the input signals from different sensors,
which in turn feed the control system with the necessary information: such as battery
packs temperature, engine coolant temperature, engine RPM, calculated loads, throttle
opening percentage, throttle position, engine torque, electric-motor torque, …

etc..

Subsequently, to achieve a precise model set up, the engine running condition were taken
into account, in other words for each drive schedule, the engine RPM, intake air and fuel
mass flow rates were recorded with the aid of the OBD, figure (7.19 - 7.21) illustrate the
engine RPM, throttle position percentage as varies with vehicle speed for US06, FHDS
and FUDS drive schedule respectively , where these information were used to calculate
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the exhaust gas volume flow rate curve that was assigned to the exhaust gas fluid thermal
node, the exhaust gas fluid node was linked to the back side of the cylinder block (i.e.
inner side). Then a downstream of the exhaust gas was bounded by the exhaust gas pipes,
exhaust manifold, catalytic converter and the exhaust muffler, thermal nodes were linked
to the backside (inner side) of the previous parts with fluid nodes biased toward the
center of each bounding part with a proportion of 5 nodes biased at the center of the part.
The engine ICE and the exhaust system with the fluid streams and fluid nodes set up can
be seen in figure 4.4.
The exhaust gas temperature curve then was calculated using the same procedures
based on the heat transfer correlation derived in chapter 4, which correlate the exhaust
gas temperature inside the exhaust manifold port to its surface temperature.
However, the exhaust gas flow rate was not an issue here, since the OBD provides
both: intake air and fuel mass flow rates, recall that the exhaust manifold ports surface
temperature was recorded by the infrared detector according to the practice explained in
chapter five.
Moreover the engine stop request and idle request were utilized to determine the
engine shut off intervals, since in hybrid power trains, the control system will send an
engine stop request or idle request based on wide range of available information from all
other related systems and subsystems.
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7.10 Motor/Generator set up
As mentioned previously, Toyota Prius has tow motor/generators (MGI and MGII),
MG2 for propelling the vehicle in the electric mode assist, and the MG1 is to provide
power to the auxiliary systems. However, with the assist of the OBD the temperature of
MG1 and MG2 were recorded during each run as well, where the OBD provides the
temperature of the primary motor/generator MG2. Figure 7.22 shows the imported
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surface geometry for the motor/generator MG2 in the Prius power train as coupled with
the engine.

Figure 7.22 Surface geometry for MG2 and power electronics

7.11 Inverter set up
The inverter in the Prius has a dedicated cooling system, which occupies the bottom
part of the cooling radiator, the radiator in the Prius 2010 is divided into two separated
main parts, and the bottom of the radiator is used for cooling the inverter, whereas the top
part is used for cooling the engine of the Prius. The surface geometry imported into
RadTherm for the inverter and its dedicated cooling system can be seen in Figure 7.23.
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However, the surface temperature for the inverter was recorded in dual mode: using
infrared detector and OBD, at the same time the OBD provides the temperature of the
coolant for the inverter as it leaves the inverter. Figure 7.23 shows the actual radiator
along with its representative meshed surface geometry used for modeling [28].

Figure 7.23 Radiator for Prius [57]

In Prius 2010, the inverter and the high voltage converter are under the same casing,
which is called the power control unit which consists of the following subassemblies:
i.

Motor inverter

ii.

Generator inverter

iii.

Voltage-buck/boost converter

iv.

Air-conditioning converter

Figure 7.24 illustrates the overall subsystem packaging for inverter/converter for
Prius 2004, however; due to complexity of the inverter/converter architecture and due to
its compacted packaging, it was beyond the scope of this research to build and model the
internal components of the inverter/converter power control unit, more to the point, the
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high voltage boosting unit requires high proficient skills to deal with already vehicle
mounted unit during testing. However, this simulation will only model the heat transfer
associated with the outer surface (i.e. casing) for the power control unit based on
available experimental data, more details on the performance and construction for Prius
power control unit can be found in reference [57].

Figure 7.24 Overall packaging for inverter in Prius 2004. [57]

Given that all boundary conditions for the power train were set up properly, a
comprehensive boundary conditions set up was executed for all other parts in the vehicle
including other systems and subsystems mentioned in table 4.1, however, it is important
to state that the boundary conditions and material properties for the parts seen by power
train modules, were set up in a way guarantees all modes of heat transfer exchange
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between the elements of these parts and the power train parts from one side, and to
provide the proper insulation as designed by the OEM from the other side, in order to
capture realistic thermal performance for these modules performance, for instance the
interior of the vehicle such as the seats were set up for multi layer part type consists of
three layers (clothes-steel-clothes), the floor pan was set up for tow layer (carpet-steel)
since these two parts will add more insulation for the battery packs to prevent any
additional heat transfer, either by conduction of convection towards the battery packs.
Likewise, other components were set up for convection (fluid stream) from the backside
and to natural heat convection from the front side which is exposed to the ambient air; the
following assumptions were made prior to the model execution process:
i.

The thumb rule was used to estimate the convective heat transfer coefficient for
the ―front side‖ of the under hood and underbody including the power train
modules, in a way to simulate the heat convection during the vehicle head speed.

ii.

The same assumptions used in chapter 4 in order to estimate the heat transfer
between the exhaust gas and the exhaust ports were used to estimate the exhaust
gas temperature as it leaves the cylinder.

Finally, parts initial temperature were used to seed the steady state solution in the
model, the duration for each execution was the same duration time of the drive cycle
being simulated, the run time step size was set to be 0.5 minute, the tolerance slope
was set to 5x10-7, the view factor accuracy was set to the maximum, i.e. it was
selected to include 4608 rays that are cast from each element viewpoint. The
relaxation factor was set to the adaptive mode, which allows the model to
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automatically check at each time step weather the relaxation factor needs to be
adjusted in order to maintain converged solution.
The model was executed for three standard drive cycles and one artificial drive cycles
(i.e. FHDS, US06, FUDS and Artificial), the model statistics showed that the spent
calculating the viewing factors was 2133 second, meanwhile, it took the solver (8721,
7561, 1013 and 12247) sec to invoke the thermal solution for FHDS, US06, FUDS and
Artificial respectively.
Subsequently, a plots for total and partial heat generation and exchange rates for
battery cells versus charge input were extracted, in order to analyze the thermal effect
during constant-current charging and during current fluctuates, nonetheless, a transient
and spatial temperature plot were obtained for hybrid modules under different operating
conditions which were used for validation process, the simulation results and model
verification will be discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
DISCUSSIONS AND RESULTS
8.1 Model Validation
In order to verify the complete 3D thermal model for HEV power train, the outcome
of the model runs for each drive cycle was extracted and evaluated with the outcome for a
real test run. Hence, a transient and a spatial temperature plots for the hybrid power train
components were extracted and contrasted with the actual temperature curves, moreover;
incident, outgoing and net heat rates due to conduction, convection and radiation for parts
and elements were exploited, the battery packs were explored for the hot regions in a way
to evaluate the efficiency of the cooling system [34, 37, 38]. Front and back temperatures
for the battery cells were examined to study the effect of the inside cell heat generation
due to electro-chemical activity and its effect on the cell degradation. However, the
thermal performance of the conventional power train (i.e. the engine and the exhaust
system) were examined in chapter four, still in this chapter the thermal performance for
the engine and the exhaust system under the standard and artificial drive cyclic loading
will be analyzed.
8.2 Battery packs
Recall back that the IR detector provides 2D spatial and transient surface temperature
profiles, therefore; net heat flux at end of each drive cycle test from the IR detector for
the battery cell subassembly were contrasted with the output net heat flux as predicted by
the thermal model. Figure (8.1 – 8.2) illustrate the actual net heat flux for the battery
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cells as predicted by the model and the net heat flux as recorded by the IR detector during
FHDS driving test respectively.

Figure 8.1 Net heat flux for the battery cells for FHDS

Figure 8.2 Net heat flux for the battery cells for FHDS
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It is clear that the middle of the packs carries more heat than the other sides of the
pack, cells at the edges which has a free side exposed to the cooling air will deliver some
of its heat the to the surroundings by conduction, convection and radiation, meanwhile,
cells at the middle of the packs will be surrounded by other cells that experience the same
current load fluctuates and generate the consequent heat similarly, therefore, there is less
chance for transferring heat to the next cell due to less or almost no temperature
difference. To get clearer picture on how is the heat transfer through the packs, figure 8.3
shows the battery cells’ heat propagation after the US06 drive cycle test as predicted by
the model.

Figure 8.3 Heat flux for battery cells stand alone for US06
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Understanding the thermal performance of the battery packs is important to device the
control strategies, then knowing the transient thermal behavior of the cells will assist in
designing the cooling system strategy to maintain the optimum operating temperature and
prevent packs overheating, maintaining a uniform temperature distribution will increase
the overall performance and the reliability of the battery packs.
To capture the physics of the cell, and in order to characterize transient net heat rates
by conduction, convection and radiation, three cells were selected from three different
locations in the pack, one from the corner, one from the middle and one from the side,
these cell are shown in figure 8.4 highlighted with blue color, where both the surface
temperature for the pre-selected cells as predicted by the model was plotted in contrast
with the actual average surface temperature for the whole module, as recorded by the
infrared detector figures (8.5 and 8.6), also; the transient net heat rates by conduction,
convection and radiation as predicted by the model were plotted for FUDS driving cycle
test and the artificial driving cycle test figures (8.7 and 8.8). The reason for choosing
these tow specific driving cycle (i.e. FUDS and Artificial) is because the tow driving test
represent the tow significant current flows load on the battery cell, in other words, the
FUDS will imitate thermal behavior of the battery cells under the effect of the transient
current fluctuates, meanwhile the Artificial cycle will imitate the effect of steady state
current flows on the thermal performance of the battery cells. Figure 8.5 shows that the
model predicted an exponential increase in the average cells surface temperature of about
(4.5 K) from the initial temperature, in compare to an increase of about (5 K) recorded by
the IR detector , under the effect of (22 minutes) of FUDS drive cycle test. On the other
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hand, the model predicted an increase in the front average surface temperature for the
battery cells (8 K) in compare to an increase of (6 K) as recorded by the IR detector
during (30 minutes) of the Artificial driving test, however, there were some variations in
the profile between the two temperature curves (the one predicted by the model and the
actual curve), however, these variation were caused by two reasons:
i.

First, the average surface temperature recorded by the IR detector, was for

the whole battery packs, including the cooling pipes, insulation, interconnectors,
in addition to any other wires for both: the already installed thermocouples and
the additional thermocouples used during the test, the matter which cause the
thermal image to quietly bias towards temperature profile of such colder objects.
ii.

Second; the model deals with the battery packs as an assembly consists a

unit cells, hence; the model is capable to extract the thermal characteristics for
either parts or elements of the part, but not for a assemblies, for this reason, the
model was not able to turn out the surface temperature of the battery cells as one
module, though, one can select the whole cells (168 cells) and plot the average
temperature for all these cells to represent the packs surface average temperature,
however, this approach was applied in order to implement the previous
comparison, where the average temperature of the three pre-selected cells were
taken into account to be compared with the average surface temperature provided
by the IR detector .
Likewise, the net heat rate exchange between cells were analyzed to know more about
the thermal behavior of different cells at different location in the module, the net heat rate
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by conduction, convection and radiation was plotted for the pre-selected cells for FUDS
and ADC, figures (8.7 and 8.8), in a way to study the effect of the packaging and the
cooling method on the thermal characteristics of the battery cells under transient and
steady state current loads. It has been noticed that the battery cell at the corner has largest
incident heat rate with an average of (0.2 W) approximately by conduction, and an
outgoing net heat rate of about (0.32 W) by convection, while the outgoing net heat rate
by radiation was (0.18 W); these rates will result in an outgoing heat rate of (0.3 W),
which indicates that the cell at the corner is transferring this amount of heat to the
surroundings. Moreover; there was a significant variation of the net heat rate exchange
between the three cells in the radiation mode, the cell at the corner, cell at the middle, cell
at the side showed an outgoing rate of approximately (0.2, 0.1 and 0.02 W) respectively,
which indicates that the cell at the corner could be seen by more adjacent elements from
the surroundings with less emissions. Whereas; the cell at the middle had the least heat
transferred to its surroundings, which obvious since the cells at the middle are bounded
by the other cell experiencing the same cyclic thermal loads. The most important thing is
that, the pre-selected cells showed a variable heat exchange rates due to both conduction
and convection during the FUDS cycle test for about 15 minutes, then it reached a quasi
steady state of heat exchange rate after 15 minutes towards the end of current load
fluctuates during FUDS cycle test, meanwhile, it showed a steady state heat exchange
rates by radiation during the 22 minutes of the current loads for FUDS cycle test. On the
other hand, the three pre-selected cells showed variable heat exchange rates during the
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first 15 minutes of the steady current flows for Artificial driving cycle, and showed a
quasi-steady state of heat exchange rate for the rest of the Artificial driving cycle.

Figure 8.4 Pre-selected battery cell location
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8.3 Motor/Generator MGII and Inverter
As stated in the previous chapter, the study of the thermal performance of the internal
components of both the motor/generator and the inverter and their electronic packaging is
can be future work of this study, however, the model predicted the transient outer-shell
temperature for these two components in a way to analyze the heat exchange between the
surfaces of these parts and its surroundings figure 8.9 shows the average front surface
temperature for both the inverter and motor/generator II as predicted by the model for
FUDS drive cycle. It has been noticed that the surface temperature for the inverter
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reached about (311 K) and the M/G II reached about (313 K), however, these surface
temperature for M/G II and the inverter will significantly vary from their actual surface
temperature as shown in figures (6.9 and 6.10), where the inverter and M/G II showed an
actual average surface temperature of about (320 and 328) respectively as recorded by the
IR detector for the FHDS drive schedule. Conversely, the formerly mentioned hybrid
modules (M/G II and Inverter) experienced a higher surface temperature point under the
steady state current flows during the artificial driving test figure 8.10, the maximum
average surface temperatures were (311.5 and 317.3 K) for both M/G II and inverter
respectively.
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8.4 Engine and Exhaust System
Thermal performance for the internal combustion engine and the exhaust gas system
were presented in chapter four, the only distinction in simulating the engine as a part of
the hybrid power train is being assisted by the electrical drive train, the control system
depending on the control strategy will decide whether the engine, the electric motor or
both will propel the drive wheels, consequently the RPM of the engine was traced with
the aid of the OBD, this RPM in addition to the intake air and fuel mass flow rates were
been of assistance to determine the actual exhaust gas flow rates as it leaves the engine
down to the end of the exhaust tail pipe. The exhaust gas temperature was estimated
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based on the assumption used in chapter four for the exhaust gas flame temperature. The
average front surface transient temperature profile for the engine, exhaust manifold ports,
catalytic converter and muffler were plot once again for FUDS and artificial driving cycle
figure 8.11 and 8.12. It has been noticed that the engine reached the quasi steady state
during both drive cycle test (FUDS and Artificial), meanwhile the exhaust systems’
components showed a transient behavior during the FUDS drive cycle test, the engine
with the assist of the cooling system tries to maintain an optimum operating temperature
especially following the warm up period, however, due to frequent stop and go, which
cause an engine shut off during the aggressive deceleration intervals where there is no
combustion, cause the temperature curve fluctuate towards the end of FUDS drive cycle.
On the other hand, the exhaust system components, reached the quasi-steady state after
about (15 minutes) of Artificial cycle test due to steady state power demand at the wheels
which was provided by both the engine and/or the battery packs according to the Prius
charge sustaining strategy control behavior.
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CHAPTER NINE
CONCLUSIONS
9.1 Conclusions
This dissertation presented a comprehensive 3D thermal model for simulating the
thermal behavior of both conventional and hybrid electric vehicles’ power trains, where
the temperature measurements using the thermography forms the basis for thermal
modeling; yet; an inclusive extraction process for the boundary conditions for different
module in the power train was conducted, where a real time transient and spatial
temperature profiles using infrared detector were acquired, a hybrid powertrain thermal
performance was monitored for peak and steady state power demands while applying a
standard driving cycles (FHDS, FUDS, US06, JAPAN 10-15, ECE), in addition to a
newly invented artificial driving schedules. Both chasses dynamometer and engine
dynamometer cells were utilized for the purpose of loading the power train by a real road
loads, it was observed that the exhaust system has the highest temperature than the other
parts in the power train, hence, their actual temperature profiles were used for validating
the output of the complete model. Heat transfer correlations were utilized to define the
relationship between the exhaust manifold surface temperature and the corresponding
exhaust gas temperature flows, the results showed good agreement between the predicted
and the experimental values, the exhaust gas temperature were fed to the model to form
the single heat source in the conventional power train, whereas core temperature curves
for battery cells were assigned to a thermal node linked to the inside of the battery cells to
form the heat outcome of the electro-chemistry behavior of the battery cell. A complete
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3D surface geometry for a complete HEV was constructed from 3D scans for a real world
objects, an appropriate mesher tool was utilized to generate the 3D Finite Element of the
surface geometry prior to importing to a finite differencing code for thermal analysis. The
model was achieved successfully and enabled for studying various issues related to the
thermal performance of the conventional and hybrid powertrain; hence the thermal
performance for the hybrid power train was analyzed, where a specific packaging thermal
performance were generated and compared with the experiment.
The comprehensive 3D model enables analyzing the thermal performance of as built
automotive parts; the model is able to predict the overall thermal performance of hybrid
powertrain under the effect of the other systems’ interactions, the thermal performance of
Prius battery packs were monitored under multiplicity of current flows, in a way to
provide the model with a realistic boundary conditions, the model is able to provide the
net heat exchange rates by conduction, convection and radiation for all modules, the cell
based battery packs module helps to analyze the thermal loads on the packs.
In overall, thermal management system of hybrid powertrain for Prius 2010 was
found to perform well under tested conditions including dynamometer testing to simulate
real road testing, the results of the thermal model showed a very good a agreement with
the chassis dyno tests result. The model was used to evaluate the thermal performance for
any modifications for vehicle power train including: material replacement, rerouting and
thermal packaging, applying different cooling strategies, shielding in addition to any
other design modifications may be applied to the system.
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9.2 Contribution
This work is a pioneer in building a 3D comprehensive simulation tool for thermal
management for HEV powertrain, previous works looked at the different modules of the
HEV power train as a standalone, in many CFD simulations; a simplifying assumptions
and approximations are made, most models do not account for radiation which is the
main mode of heat transfer between the exhaust system and neighboring components,
moreover, the relatively large thicknesses of some components were neglected to reduce
the number of surface elements in the model and to simplify the mesh generation process,
however; surface to surface view factor based radiation Finite Element model was
constructed, using a powerful meshing tool; a 3D FE surface geometry for a complete
vehicle with hybrid electric powertrain was constructed from 3D scans of a real world
object, the FE model includes (356) parts broken into (195,826) shell elements: (Tris:
23935 and Quads: 171891), the thicknesses of parts are parametrically generated to
incorporate parts thermal conduction.
For more realistic model results, an inclusive boundary condition extraction process
for hybrid electric powertrain under different modes of loading was executed, a wide
range of driving patterns were implemented to evaluate the thermal performance of the
power train modules under all combinations of loading schemes.
Whereas other testing of thermal performance of hybrid electric powertrain modules
were conducted as standalone tests, and since the thermal management system in HEV is
subjected to the interference of a very complicated hybrid electric control system, hence;
in this work; for more realistic boundary condition determination, the complete HEV was
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tested under wide-ranging of driving scenarios, and the thermal performance of the
modules of the hybrid electric powertrain were monitored under steady state and transient
power flows. Nonetheless; applying thermography technique by employing FLIR thermovision infrared focal plane array with: high spatial resolution; variable automatic

emissivity correction; enables an instant non contact 2D spatial temperature
measurements, which forms the basis for simulation results verification, the simulations
results agreed with the results obtained experimentally. Henceforward; this model will
help designer shortening the design time, cut the costs and reduce the necessity for
building costly prototypes.
9.3 Limitations and Future Works
The Flir A40M Focal Plane Array (FPA) with (0 oC – 500 oC) temperature range was
not capable to capture the temperature variation of the hottest components in the exhaust
system, the field view of both thermo-vision Flir A40M and Flir Phoinex DTS within the
maximum allowable focus distance does not allow to capture the complete underhood of
the vehicle, therefore, employing an upgraded infrared detector s will assist capture a
larger temperature ranges and a wider 2D spatial thermal images for the targeted
components.
The Finite Element for the surface geometry of the complete vehicle contains detailed
illustration for powertrain components, however, underhood small components such as
electronics in addition to an internal architectural components of other parts such as
catalytic converter are not included in the model, adding such components requires a lot
of time to construct the surface geometry of such small compacted underhood
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components, moreover, such electronics require an intensive time consuming boundary
conditions determination, however; the main advantage of this model is that such
complicated geometries of electronic components can be meshed and added to the model
leading to more realistic simulation output.
More to the point, the entire boundary condition for the motor/generator and the
power electronics were not acquire due to unavailability of necessary equipments, plus it
was not under the scope of this research. However, the model has the flexibility to add
more complicated geometrical parts to it, and it is scalable to accommodate different
powertrain of different lay outs, by editing and modifying the existed FE model to match
the new geometries of other powertrain configurations.
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